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Abstract: Multimodal human–computer interaction (HCI) systems pledge a more human–human-like
interaction between machines and humans. Their prowess in emanating an unambiguous information
exchange between the two makes these systems more reliable, efficient, less error prone, and capable
of solving complex tasks. Emotion recognition is a realm of HCI that follows multimodality to achieve
accurate and natural results. The prodigious use of affective identification in e-learning, marketing,
security, health sciences, etc., has increased demand for high-precision emotion recognition systems.
Machine learning (ML) is getting its feet wet to ameliorate the process by tweaking the architectures
or wielding high-quality databases (DB). This paper presents a survey of such DBs that are being
used to develop multimodal emotion recognition (MER) systems. The survey illustrates the DBs that
contain multi-channel data, such as facial expressions, speech, physiological signals, body movements,
gestures, and lexical features. Few unimodal DBs are also discussed that work in conjunction with
other DBs for affect recognition. Further, VIRI, a new DB of visible and infrared (IR) images of subjects
expressing five emotions in an uncontrolled, real-world environment, is presented. A rationale for
the superiority of the presented corpus over the existing ones is instituted.

Keywords: emotional corpora; multimodal recognition; emotion in human–computer interaction

1. Introduction

HCI attempts to bridge the gap between users and machines. It consists of the inter-
faces for humans and the new means of interacting with machines. The interaction can
be subjected to input, where machines perceive the input in different forms from the user
and decipher meaningful information to carry out the required action. Another goal of
the interaction is conveying the output from the machine in a usable and human-friendly
form. The HCI can be broadly understood as unimodal and multimodal. As names insinu-
ate, unimodal refers to using a single stream of input to the machine. At the same time,
multimodal is expounded as a collaboration of more than one input stream emanating
from different sensors to provide a more efficient and accurate input. Despite being less
ambiguous, unimodal systems always dawdle when compared to multimodal systems.
Multimodal systems provide a more natural way of interaction, where the unimpeded
choice of modalities results in a more human–human-like interaction. Being redundant
increases the odds of the unruffled transmission of information, owing to the presence of
simultaneous references conveying the bits of information through different channels for
the same task. Multimodal systems are more expressive, efficient, unambiguous, infalli-
ble, easier for resolving problems, and have a wider application domain. MER systems,
therefore, are known to be more fitting and expressive for affect analysis and recognition.
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Unimodal emotion recognition research found its satiation in terms of accuracy and appli-
cations when HCI recognized multimodal recognition of emotions as the next trend in this
research area. Several modalities, such as facial expressions, speech, physiological signals,
and body movements, are now being combined to develop more accurate and physical
world-like systems. Humans decipher emotions by combining the signals from different
sources and inferring the emotions. A machine detecting the emotions in the same way
will bring human and machine interaction (HMI) closer to the desired goal of HCI.

Modalities are being used in different combinations with different DBs to proliferate
the accuracy of discerning emotions. One of the most natural and widely used combina-
tions is facial expressions with voice. Works such as [1–27] employed facial expressions in
combination with speech prosody to perform bi-modal emotion recognition. A few other
works added another modality to solve specific problems, e.g., hand gestures [28,29] to
solve the problem of missing data at the fusion stage, and body gestures [30] to perform a
feature level fusion and classification using a Bayesian classifier. Similarly, thermal and
visible facial images and voice were employed [31,32] for affect recognition using neural
networks and hidden Markov models (HMM). An interesting fusion of faces, utterances,
and language proposed a framework of MER using undirected topic models and compared
the task of emotion recognition to semantic topic analysis in documents [33]. Physiological
signals, such as electroencephalogram (EEG), galvanic skin response (GSR), skin temper-
ature (SKT), respiration pattern (RP), electromyogram (EMG), and electrooculography
(EOG) were also applied to classify emotion in 13 different categories using feature level
fusion [34]. Other physiological signals, such as electrocardiogram (ECG), electro dermal
activity (EDA), heart rate (HR), skin conductance level (SCL), and skin conductance re-
sponse (SCR), were also utilized to detect the emotional state of a person using a series of
convolutional neural networks (CNN) and long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neu-
ral networks (RNN) [35]. The physiological signals were also deployed for detecting and
classifying emotions using deep learning (DL) architectures [36,37], and were combined
with facial expressions to report emotional recognition accuracy in valence and arousal
dimensions [38].

A common aspect in most of the works of emotion recognition is using a DB to train
and verify the system. ML algorithms, specifically DL, are employed in various works to
apply pattern recognition in emotion detection. Thus, DB forms an integral part of the
research. A DB high in quality and size is superior to any level of sophistication incurred in
state-of-the-art algorithms. The contributions of this survey paper are the (i) identification,
description, and classification of multimodal DBs, (ii) identification of modalities and
features involved in emotion detection, and (iii) introduction of a new visible and IR image
DB, the VIRI DB, that can be utilized for emotion recognition. The rest of the paper is
organized as shown in Figure 1.

Method and Keywords

For the literature survey, several keywords were selected based on the technologies
involved and the domains focusing on MER, as listed in Table 1. ML is identified as one of
the salient modus operandi for identifying an emotional state. DBs, being imperative to ML,
are explored alongside the research works, where they have been put to service. The DBs
(DB) assessed in this survey must belong to one of the following categories: multimodal (2+)
DB, bi-modal DB, and unimodal DB. The search was limited to the DB housing multiple
modalities and single modality DB used in conjunction with other unimodal DB to perform
MER. The academic journal DBs employed for this search include IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital
Library, Science Direct, Scopus, Google Scholar, and Research Gate. Articles demonstrating
relevance to the MER were included in the study. Based on the primary and secondary
keywords, the articles were further filtered.
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Figure 1. Review paper structure.

Table 1. Keywords used.

Primary Keywords

Core concept Keywords

Emotion
Recognition

Human computer interaction, human machine interaction, human robot
interaction, expressions, expressive, wild, real-time, e-learning, contex-
tual, biometric surveillance, marketing, monitoring, automatic feedback,
medicine, intensity, elicitation method, geometric based, FACS coded,
AU, continuous , discrete, emonets, sensors, stimuli.

ML DL, classifiers, ensemble, WEKA classifiers, Naïve Bayes, ANN, CNN,
RNN, HMM, DBN, CDBN, DCNN, supervised, unsupervised, wavelet,
multiresolution, features, SVM, MLP, kNN, MCC, relational auto-
encoders, transfer learning, pre-trained, ResNet, LSTM, RBM, pattern
recognition, RF, regression.

DBs Multimodal, bi-modal, unimodal, corpus, dataset, participants, cate-
gories, spontaneous, acted, posed, induced, natural, background, wild,
languages, excitation, valence, activation, dominance, arousal, anno-
tated, expectation, power, crowd sourced.

Modalities Voice, speech, face, gesture, video, audio, body gesture, physiological
signals, visible images, IR/thermal images, EEG, GSR, BVP, RP, SKT,
EMG, EOG, aligned faces, non-aligned faces, visual features, acoustic
features, physical interaction data, visual interaction data, HR, SCL, SCR,
EDA, ECG, respiration frequency, pulse, language, acoustic features,
lexical features, linguistic cues, acoustic cues, contextual social sciences.

Secondary Keywords

fusion, feature level, decision level, hybrid fusion, late fusion, early fusion, hierarchi-
cal classifier fusion, multiple kernel learning, HOG-TOP, Support Vector Regression,
ELM, MDR, WLD, HDFS, social robots, probability, n-fold cross validation
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2. Literature Survey

This section is apportioned into six sub-sections. It provides historical evolution and
current trends in the field of emotional recognition along with the challenges. In addition,
it also presents the survey of the DBs plied in MER and the works where they have been
leveraged. The survey on the DBs is summarized in Table 2 to give a comparison of various
attributes toward the end of this section.

2.1. Historical Evolution and Current Trends

Different theories and definitions have been proposed regarding emotion and emo-
tional expressions over the years. Charles Darwin proposed one of the first theories
regarding emotional expression in his book The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Ani-
mals. He proposed that emotional expressions are responses to environmental challenges
and are closely related to the survival values [39]. Similar to Darwin, James viewed emotion
as an effect of something. According to the theory proposed by James and Langer, the
individual experiences an emotion due to a physiological response. However, contrary
to James, Cannon believed that emotions are first felt, and then reaction occurs to show
certain behavior [40].

The first work on automatic facial emotion recognition (AFER) started in 1978; how-
ever, the work was not able to create a high impact in the research community because of
the poor performance of the proposed algorithm [41]. Later, during the late 1990s, Paul
Ekman and his colleagues studied human facial expressions (FEs) in different cultures.
They found both similarities and differences in facial expressions; therefore, they proposed
that the facial expressions are governed by the “display rule” in different social contexts [42].
Ekman and researcher Friesen also developed the facial action coding system (FACS) to
code facial expressions. Their work became an inspiration to many researchers in analyzing
facial expressions using images and videos [43].

Mase was one of the first to use image processing techniques to recognize facial
expressions [44]. Along with Mase, all researchers from [45–49] used optical flow (OF)
based processing to recognize facial expressions.

Ekman and Friesen, in their work [43], outlined six universal emotions, such as anger,
disgust, surprise, fear, happiness, and sadness, as the ones generally shown by humans,
regardless of sex, ethnicity, age, and culture. Later, researchers worked on recognizing
more acted emotional states, such as joy, pride, shame, defeat, anxiety, sympathy, etc., and
discrete universal emotions. However, pointing out the limitations of discrete emotions
to accommodate blended feelings in one of its categories, Langer, during the late 1990s,
proposed arousal and valence as a new emotion measurement method [50]. The valence
value was used to measure pleasure level. The positive value indicated pleasant emotions,
such as joy and pleasure, whereas the negative value indicated emotions, such as sad and
fear. Similarly, the arousal scale measured the agitation level of emotion. Researchers,
over the years, have profoundly used this measurement approach in emotion recognition;
however, it has been largely applied to physiological-based emotion recognition. The
interested readers can refer to [51–55] for the related work.

The research in AFER received more attention when CK (Cohn-Kanade) data were
published in 2000. Most of the early work focused on FACS to code facial expressions where
face movements were expressed by either limited or large sets of action units (AUs) [56,57].
Matsugu, during the early 2000s, developed the first facial emotional recognition model [58].
He used the CNN model in his work to find the local differences between neutral and
emotional faces. Later with the publication of the BU-3DFE (Binghamton University 3D
Facial Expression) dataset in 2006, researchers started extending RGB-based facial emotion
recognition to 3D [59].

Besides the previously proposed methods, some researchers also used a curvelet-based
feature extraction technique. They represented curvelet by using discontinuities in 2D func-
tions, and those curvelets were used for training the algorithm [60]. Other researchers used
3D faces in their work, where the principal component analysis (PCA) method was used for
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feature extraction and support vector machine (SVM) for classification purposes [61]. Ex-
tending the work by [60,61], some researchers introduced a new curvelet-based algorithm
by combining bilateral two-dimensional PCA feature extraction techniques along with an
extreme learning machine (ELM) algorithm [60]. They used the proposed algorithm with
different databases such as FERET (facial recognition technology), Faces94, JAFFE (Japanese
female facial expressions), Georgia Tech, Sheffield, ORL (Olivetti Research Laboratory), and
YALE. Besides the aforementioned techniques and algorithms, where most of the research
was focused on FEs and AUs, works on spontaneous facial expression detection, analysis of
the complex mental state, detection of human physical and psychological behavior, using
both posed and spontaneous datasets, have paved the way to new applications in the field
of AFER [41].

Most of the work on AFER during the late 1990s and early 2000s was focused on
a geometric-based approach, where methods such as OF, AUs, FEs, curvelet, PCA, etc.,
were predominant in applications. Different classifiers, such as HMM, k-nearest neighbors
(kNN), neural networks, distance-based, rule-based, and Bayesian networks, were used.
However, with the introduction of the deep neural network (DNN), researchers introduced
a pattern-based approach for AFER. Researchers from [62] used single layer DNN contain-
ing convolution layers and deep residual block for the classification of an image into one
of six facial emotion classes. Similar to [62], researchers from [63–65] also used DNN for
AFER.

Voice-based emotion recognition (VER) has also been done for decades. Traditional
methods on VER were based on short-time frame-level feature extraction. Later, researchers
started to use utterance-level information extraction; however, lately, deep learning-based
feature extraction methods have become more important. Some other traditional ap-
proaches in VER also include the extraction of prosodic information, such as pitch, duration,
the intensity of utterance, etc. [66]. Apart from these, researchers, during the 2000s, also
used such features as acoustic, local invariant features (LIF), affect-salient discriminative fea-
tures, sparse coefficients, and Fourier parameters combined with machine learning-based
classifiers to achieve VER [67–70]. However, researchers have started to use a pattern-based
approach in VER in the last few years, where DNN is used for both feature extraction and
classification. Researchers from [71] used DNN, which uses a one-second frame of a speech
spectrogram to recognize emotions. Similarly, researchers from [72] used convolution and
recurrent networks for emotion recognition by learning emotions directly from spectro-
grams. The interested readers can refer to [8,73] for some more recent work VER using
DNN.

Similar to VER, researchers over the years have also used physiological features such as HR,
RP, EEG, blood oxygen saturation (BOS), GSR, and SKT for emotion recognition [38,74–76].
Researchers from [77] were the first to apply physiological features to classify emotion,
where they attended 38–51 percent accuracy on the classification of four different facial
expressions, such as happy, sad, anger, and fear, when four facial EMG signals were
given. Lately, researchers from [78] used DNN for emotion recognition, using EEG and
peripheral physiological features. Similarly, researchers from [51] used deep CNN on a
dataset containing information on GSR and ECG and correlated physiological signals with
the data of arousal and valence of the dataset for the detection of the emotion.

The studies of facial expressions, bodily expressions, voice signals, and psychological
features have been mainly conducted independently of each other for emotion recognition.
However, during the early 2000s, researchers started to explore more techniques, such as
fusion of the aforementioned parameters, to enhance the performance of emotional recog-
nition. Researchers in their study [79] found that during one-on-one interaction, 93 percent
of our communication may be transferred through paralanguage, such as voice tone, body
language, facial expressions, eye movement, etc. In addition to this, researchers [66] also
found that the study of only one modality to detect emotion is not enough. For instance, the
real emotion behind a person’s disagreement hidden by a fake smile cannot be interpreted
by just the study of facial expression until other modalities, such as body expressions,
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voice, and psychological signals, are also considered. Such findings during the study
encouraged researchers to combine more modalities in addition to one or two modalities in
their research.

Researchers from [41,58,80], primarily gave classification for emotion recognition
using multimodal approaches. They talked about different features and techniques used in
their work for emotion recognition. Similarly, researchers from [81,82], during the early
2000s, worked on methods to classify audiovisual inputs into six emotional categories,
such as happiness, sadness, fear, anger, surprise, and dislike. They used both audio and
visual signals for emotion detection. Researchers from [83] used a fusion of multimodal
features, such as facial expression, body gesture, and speech signals to achieve emotion
detection. Similarly, researchers from [84] fused 2D and 3D facial features along with speech
features for emotion detection. In addition to this, researchers from [85] also successfully
fused features such as EEG, pupillary response, and gaze distance to develop a multimode
recognition system. However, recently, researchers have started to use DL architectures for
emotion recognition. Researchers from [86] applied a deep belief network for multimodal
emotion recognition using body, voice, and physiological signal modalities. Similar to [86],
researchers from [87] used a convolution deep belief network for multimodal emotion
recognition. The interested readers can refer to [8,88] for some more recent work on
multimodal emotion recognition.

In summary, though the study of emotion recognition was primarily motivated by
evolutionary accounts of emotion, research in MER only started during the late 1990s. Ini-
tially, research was focused on geometric-based approaches such as FEs and AUs; however,
researchers later started to use pattern-based approaches, such as DNN and CNN. Simi-
larly, though single modalities were used for emotion recognition initially, later researchers
started to use the fusion of multiple modalities to enhance the performance of emotion
recognition. Moreover, to deal with challenges, such as large pose variations, illumination
conditions, and subtle facial behavior, modalities such as 3D, thermal, and IR were also
proposed. Hence, over the years, these developments in emotional recognition have paved
the way for many real-world applications, such as marketing, medicine, education and
research, autonomous driving vehicles, aid for the disabled, HCI, robotics, safety aids,
entertainment recommender systems, and automated surveillance.

2.2. Challenges in MER
2.2.1. Limitation in the Background or Emotional Categories of DBs

A large number of unimodal and multi-model DB available today can be used for
emotional recognition; however, they pose some drawbacks and limitations. IRIS (Imaging,
Robotics and Intelligent System) DB [89] and NIST (National Institute of Standards and
Technology) DB [90], which are profoundly used by the research community for emotional
recognition, lack data related to all emotional states. Similarly, NVIE (Natural Visible
and Infrared Facial Expression) DB [91], on the other hand, lacks all the six emotions
triggered simultaneously. Additionally, though KIFE (Kotani Thermal Facial Emotion)
DB [92] has all of the emotion states recorded, it has been performed in a controlled
laboratory environment. There is also the scarcity of the DB for research-related intensity
measurement. Therefore, the aforementioned limitations make the implementation of
emotional recognition in a wild environment difficult. Moreover, the emotional recognition
model built with such data may not be robust and accurate to detect all the emotional
states.

2.2.2. Real-Time Implementation

Real-time implementation of emotion recognition has always been challenging due
to time resolution, low-level emotion recognition, face and angle variation, illumination
variations, and non-alignment of the faces. Therefore, such drawbacks prevent potential
implementation of emotional recognition in real-time applications, such as patient monitor-
ing, surveillance, security, and biometrics. Moreover, most of the database available today
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lacks lower intensity level features and are concentrated on emotions shown at the peak
level of intensity. Therefore, measuring the low-level fame intensity has been challenging,
as the available database lacks such discriminating features.

2.2.3. Dataset Categorization

Datasets are commonly divided into two major categories: spontaneous and posed.
Posed datasets are popular for capturing extreme emotions, whereas spontaneous datasets
capture natural human behaviors. Datasets such as JAFFE, CK, Bosphorus, BU-3DFE,
IRIS, NIST, NVIE, KTFE, etc., contain posed expressions. In contrast, datasets such as
CK+, MMI (Michel Valstar and Ioannis Patras), etc., contain spontaneous expressions.
Moreover, these datasets are further categorized into RGB, thermal, and 3D. It is challeng-
ing to choose a particular database for a specific application with these many variations
and categorizations.

2.2.4. Emotional Annotation

Emotional label annotation is challenging, as it depends on the annotator’s perspective.
Self-assessment by the person involved in the conversation is possibly the best way to
annotate utterances; however, it is not possible because it will impact the conversation flow.
In some datasets [93], annotators are people uninvolved in the script and conversation,
who do not know the proper emotion behind the utterances. In such datasets, data and
values related to emotional intensity and features during a conversation might not reflect
the correct notion or emotional state behind it.

2.3. Multimodal (2+) Databases
2.3.1. AMIGOS

A dataset for the multimodal research of affect, personality traits and mood on indi-
viduals and groups (AMIGOS) is a multimodal DB consisting of neural and peripheral
physiological signals (EEG, GSR and ECG), video and depth information [94]. The authors
accumulated data in a set of two experiments in two social settings, one in the individ-
ual context and the other in the group context, using emotional movie excerpts (of short
duration, <250 s and of long duration, >14 min) as the elicitation method. The data were
recorded in individual settings and group settings to observe and analyze the impact of
social context on a person’s emotional state. It was observed that for lower arousal clips,
group settings reported lower levels of arousal as well. In addition, for higher arousal clips,
group settings reported higher arousal, and individual settings reported lower valence
levels. The data were recorded using wearable sensors for the neurophysiological signals.
Emotiv EPOC Neuroheadset4 (14 channel, 128 Hz, 14-bit resolution) [95] was used to record
EEG signal, and the Shimmer 2R5 platform extended with an ECG module board (256
Hz, 12-bit resolution) [96] was used for recording the ECG signals. Videos of the frontal
face were recorded in high-definition using a JVC GY-HM150E camera, while Microsoft’s
Kinect V16 was used to document the RGB and full-body depth videos. The author tested
the dataset for classification using the Gaussian naive Bayes classifier in different settings.
The result was reported in the form of mean F1-scores (EEG only: 0.564 for valence (V),
0.577 for arousal (A), GSR only: 0.528 (V),0.541 (A), ECG only: 0.545 (V), 0.551 (A), Fusion
(EEG+GSR+ECG): 0.560 (V), 0.564 (A)).

2.3.2. ASCERTAIN

A multimodal databaASe for impliCit pERsonaliTy and Affect recognitIoN (ASCER-
TAIN) comprise physiological signals data (EEG, ECG and GSR) together with facial
activity data [97]. The authors claim it to be the first one to provide the potential for
emotion recognition and personality traits. Another distinctive feature of the corpus is
wearable off-the-shelf sensors for capturing the physiological signals and a web camera for
recording facial landmark trajectories (EMO) that makes it viable for use in commercial
applications. The authors tested the DB for affective state recognition using SVM and naive
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Bayes classifiers, and the results were reported in the form of mean F1 scores. The best
score was achieved for a late fusion of all four modalities (valence: SVM = 0.69, NB = 0.71;
arousal: SVM = 0.64, NB = 0.67).

2.3.3. CALLAS Expressivity Corpus

Conveying affectiveness in leading-edge living adaptive systems (CALLAS) DB is a
multimodal corpus of cross-cultural affective behavior aimed at discerning patterns com-
prising the non-verbal behavior across cultures [98,99], namely, German, Italian and Greek
cultures. It was created within the European Integrated Project CALLAS and comprises
the modalities of facial expressions, speech, and body gestures. The prime modality of the
DB is hand gesture expressivity, and facial expressions and voice utterances were recorded
to support the claims of the principal modality. The corpus was constructed using multi-
tudinous human behavior capture methods, such as video, Wii mote, and data gloves. An
outcome of the study was observing a pattern that German gestures were more unhurried
than Italian or Greeks and were also executed with less activity.

CALLAS creators claimed that the corpus was not meant to study cultural diversity
in detail, and they only used a sub-corpus of German contributors. An estimated 5 h
of interaction was recorded using two cameras (for face and the whole body), and a
microphone that included reading and device-changing time. This DB was used for MER
using voice, face and gestures to report results for an individual unimodal system (42–51%
accuracy) and multimodal system (≈55% accuracy) [28].

2.3.4. CLAS

A database for cognitive load, affect and stress recognition (CLAS) is a multimodal
DB that was developed for the automatic recognition of some states of mind, particularly
negative emotions, high cognitive effort and mental strain [100]. The experiments elicited
emotions that included perceptive tasks (2) and interactive tasks (4). The role of the
perceptive tasks was to invoke emotions using images and audio–visual stimuli. The
interactive tasks were carried out to elicit various cognitive efforts. This was done by asking
the participants to solve math problems, logic problems and the Stroop test. The participants
were asked to complete a questionnaire after each experiment. The three physiological
signals, PPG, ECG and EDA, were recorded by Shimmer3 ECG Unit and Shimmer3 GSR+
Unit [101,102]. The Shimmer3 GSR Unit captured the 3D accelerometer data. The analysis
of the success rate in the interactive tasks, the responses in the questionnaires, and the
physiological signal reading facilitated the evaluation of specific states of mind. The authors
reported some baseline results in the form of valence and arousal values using SVM-based
detectors. The classifier was fed with two combinations, and the best result was reported
for a perceptive task using picture stimuli. It reported the best arousal value for PPG+GSR
(77.6%) and best valence for ECG+GSR (74.5%).

2.3.5. CMU-MOSEI

The Carnegie Mellon University multimodal opinion sentiment and emotion intensity
(CMU-MOSEI) is a multimodal dataset for sentiment analysis and AER [103]. The bulk of
the corpus is from reviews (16.2%), debates (2.9%), and consulting (1.8%). The annotation
of the DB was carried out by three crowd-sourced judges (from the Amazon mechanical
Turk platform).

2.3.6. DEAP

Database for emotion analysis using physiological signals (DEAP) is a multimodal
DB of 32 participants designed to assist the analysis of the spontaneous human affec-
tive state [104]. DEAP was used in a DL architecture for MER using DBN and CDBN
that achieved an accuracy of 79.5% [86]. The DB was also employed for a multimodal
feature-level fusion framework using physiological signals for emotion classification of 13
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emotions [34]. DEAP was also utilized for testing emotion assessment by the proposed
multiple-fusion-layer based ensemble classifier for stacked autoencoders (MESAE) [36].

2.3.7. DECAF

A multimodal dataset for DECoding user physiological responses to AFfective multi-
media content (DECAF) comprises brain signals, near-infrared facial videos and peripheral
physiological signals [105]. The corpus compilation was done to evaluate emotion recog-
nition of the magnetoencephalogram (MEG) against EEG sensing and between movie
and music clips. A MEG sensor was employed to record the brain signals (a distinct
characteristic of MEG is that it requires little physical contact with the user’s scalp). The
physiological signals that were recorded are tEMG, hEOG, and ECG. A device, ELEKTA
Neuromag, was used to synchronize MEG and physiological signals, and the sound of the
stimulus videos was recorded and used to synchronize the user’s facial NIR videos. The
author’s observation for the comparison of affect encoding by MEG and EEG stated a very
comparable results, yet the higher spatial resolution of MEG allows for further substantial
analysis of affect that may enable higher recognition performance. The comparison of the
stimuli for emotion recognition showed better F1-scores using MEG features for movie
clips. This manifested movie clips as a better means than music to instigate emotions.

2.3.8. emoFBVP

The emotion face body gesture voice and physiological signals (emoFBVP) DB com-
prises audio and visual sequences of emotions along with physiological signals of the
actors [86]. The DB includes facial expressions, body gestures, speech, and physiological
signals recorded simultaneously using the Microsoft Kinect, the Zephyr BioHarness, and
wrist accelerometers. The corpus is well suited for different combinations of uni-, bi- or
multimodal systems. The corpus has been used for the unsupervised classification of
23 emotions using DBN and CDBN, achieving the highest accuracy of 83.18% [86] com-
pared to the use of other DBs, such as CK, DEAP, and MAHNOB-HCI [85]. An extension of
this work utilized emoFBVP for examining the transfer of emotion features between two
artificial neural networks (ANN), where a comparable accuracy with less training time was
reported for emoFBVP.

2.3.9. EU Emotion Stimulus

Constructed as a part of the “ASC (Autism Spectrum Condition) Inclusion project”
within the European Community’s Seventh Framework Program, the EU Emotion Stimulus
Dataset is a multimodal DB of facial expressions, speech, body gestures and contextual
social scenes [106]. It is a collection of 20 (+a neutral) dynamic mental and emotional states
recorded from an ethnically varied group of young and adult actors. This DB was created
to fulfill the need for an emotion stimulus set required to develop an online socio-emotional
training tool for children with a diagnosis of ASC. This DB was used for an enhanced
emotion recognition system using CNN and restricted Boltzmann machines (RBM), where
shallow RBM was employed for the arousal/valence classification of emotions using a
5-fold cross validation [10].

2.3.10. HEU

The Harbin Engineering University (HEU) [107] DB comprises one of the most exten-
sive corpora for MER in the uncontrolled wild environment. The DB is in the form of video
clips and consists of HEU-part1 (downloaded from online sources, such as Giphy, Google,
and Tumblr) and HEU-part2 (taken manually from TV series, movies, and live shows). The
creators of the DB evaluated the DB on conventional machine learning and deep learning
architectures. They reported an increase in the accuracy of MER over a single modality
(facial expression) by 2.19% and 4.01%, respectively.
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2.3.11. MAHNOB-HCI

The multimodal analysis of human nonverbal behavior: human–computer interfaces
(MAHNOB-HCI) [85] DB exhibits data for six modalities (32 channel EEG, physiological
signals, facial expressions, audio, eye gaze, and body movements). The DB was devel-
oped to support emotion recognition using a single modality and through the fusion of
modalities to predict a correct emotion. Two experiments were performed, where the first
one involved watching 20 emotional videos and self-reporting their feelings. The second
experiment involved viewing 14 excerpts and 28 images without and then with the wrong
tags. The user input regarding agreement or disagreement with the tags and the video
and body movement were segmented and recorded. This DB was used for multimodal
recognition using deep belief networks (DBN) and convolutional deep belief networks
(CDBN) in unsupervised classification, with reported accuracy being 58.5% [86]. This DB
was also used for reporting results on unimodal as well as a fusion of multiple modali-
ties (facial expressions and EEG) in [108], and it was observed that fusion at the decision
level produced better results than feature-level fusion. The DB is publicly available via a
web-based system for MER models.

2.3.12. MELD

The multimodal EmotionLines dataset (MELD) [109] DB is a multimodal emotional
corpus consisting of conversational videos from the American sitcom, “Friends”. This DB
has evolved from its predecessor EmotionLines [110], which consisted only of conversations.
As an extension and enhanced version, MELD contains the audio, video, and textual data of
each utterance. The DB has been used extensively for emotion recognition in conversation
(ERC). A work mentions using MELD for testing Sentic GAT, a context- and sentiment-
aware framework [111]. The DB has been employed for ECR using the long short-term
memory (LSTM) neural network by tapping the emotional shift detection (ESD) as a guiding
principle for MER.

2.3.13. MMSE/BP4D+

The multimodal spontaneous emotion database (MMSE) is a multimodal DB com-
prising a diverse set of modalities [112]. Participants were asked to conduct 10 activities,
under the supervision of a professional actor, in a natural transition from positive toward
negative emotion. The 3D geometric sequences and the simultaneous 2D videos models
were captured using the Di3D dynamic imaging system (one 3D sensor + one 2D RGB
camera + two monochrome camers). For capturing the thermal videos, a FLIR3 A655sc
Longwave infrared camera was employed (resolution = 640 × 480) and a Biopac MP150
data acquisition system was used to accumulate the physiological signals data. After
completing each task, every participant self-reported the annotation for each activity they
carried out in terms of the feeling he/she experienced. They reported the emotions as well
as the intensities, ranging from very slightly to extremely. The data were also annotated
by expert FACS coders for all the participants. The five experts encoded a total of 34 facial
action units (AU), while two experts encoded intensity on AU for a subset of the DB. A
mention of MMSE comes as BP4D+ DB in research for AER by facial expressions based
on de-expression residue learning (DeRL) [113]. Only the 2D texture component of the
database was used for pre-training the model. The term de-expression was coined for the
process of creating a neutral face image for any image that is provided as an input by the
generative model trained by cGAN. The method then learns the residue (the deposition)
that remains in the generative model. An accuracy of 81.39% was obtained for a four
expression classification using MMSE DB for training and testing. Another previously
mentioned method also utilized MMSE for the AER using audio–visual data obtained from
a mobile phone [114].
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2.3.14. MPED

The multimodal physiological emotion database (MPED) [115] is a multimodal corpus
consisting of simultaneous recordings of four physiological signals (EEG, GSR, respiration,
and ECG). The DB was developed by eliciting subjects’ emotions using 28 emotional videos
that humans manually annotated. The DB has been used in a novel graph-embedded
convolutional neural network (GECNN) method for emotion recognition using the EEG
signals [116]. The authors proposed a method to convert the discrete EEG signals into
continuous images and fusing the global and local functional features for an image-based
EEG emotion recognition.

2.3.15. MUStARD

The multimodal sarcasm detection (MUStARD) [117] DB is a corpus for the detection
of sarcasm, “a thinly veiled attempt to disguise feelings of anger, fear, or hurt “ [118].
The DB consists of audiovisual cues (in the form of video clips from American sitcoms
“Friends”, “The Golden Girls” and “The Big Bang Theory”, and the Scottish TV show
“Sarcasmaholics Anonymous”) accompanied by the textual context of each utterance. A
total of 690 videos were selected from the initial pool of 6365 annotated videos. This
initial pool included 400 videos from the MELD [109,110] DB for the non-sarcastic category.
The DB was annotated by two judges (a third judge for breaking the tie), who used a
web interface to classify the video, accompanied by the transcript, into sarcastic and non-
sarcastic categories. The authors conducted experiments using the MUStARD DB and
reported a reduction in error rate by 12.9% when using the multimodal variants of the
DB over the unimodal counterparts. The DB has been used for multimodal sentiment
classification and MER using an external knowledge-enhanced multi-task representation
learning network (KAMT) [119]. The DB has also been employed to analyze a multimodal
learning system, multimodal learning using optimal transport (MuLOT) [120], to detect
sarcasm and humor.

2.3.16. NNIME

The National Tsing Hua University-National Taiwan University of Arts Chinese Inter-
active Emotion (NNIME) [121] is a multimodal DB in the Chinese Language. The DB has
been developed as a collaborative work between the National Tsing Hua University and the
National Taiwan University of Arts. The DB is a simultaneous recording of audio, video,
and ECG signals that were carried out as spoken dyadic interactions (as pairs performing a
spontaneous and short scene of about 3 min) between 44 subjects under the supervision of a
professional director. The DB consists of both discrete and continuous emotion annotations
carried out by 49 annotators consisting of students and professors. The DB has been used
for emotion recognition using only speech by considering the nonverbal vocalization in
conversations depicting emotions [122]. They used only the audio portion of the DB and
used an LSTM to acquire the shifts in the dialogue of the speaker’s emotion from a sequence
of segmented speech signals.

2.3.17. RAMAS

The Russian acted multimodal affective set (RAMAS) [123] DB is a multimodal corpus
for MER in the Russian language. Neurodata Lab LLC created the DB, where 10 semi-
professional actors played dyadic scenarios to depict each of the basic emotional categories.
Twenty-one annotators annotated the records using the Elan [124] tool from Max Planck
Institute for Psycholinguistics (the Netherlands). The RAMAS DB has been used for testing
a bi-modal emotion recognition system that avails the acoustic and linguistic information
of speech signals [125].

2.3.18. RECOLA

An affective and collaborative interaction dataset, remote collaborative and affective
interactions (RECOLA), was recorded at the Department of Psychology at Universit’e de
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Fribourg-Universit (Freiburg, Switzerland) synchronously for multiple input channels of
speech, face, ECG, and EDA [126]. The participants were paired as 23 teams and asked
to complete a task requiring collaboration while being video-recorded. The participants
self-assessed the tasks for both social and emotional behavior, which were then annotated
by six annotators who measured the corpus on valence and arousal for emotional behavior
and five dimensions for social behavior. While emotional behavior showed an agreement
between the participants and the annotator’s observation, the social behavior accord was
not sound.

RECOLA facial expressions, audio features, and physiological signals were used
to predict emotions in valence and arousal dimensions, with the result being computed
as a concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) and reported to be 0.683 (arousal) and
0.642 (valence). The CNN and deep residual networks (DRN) were used to predict the
emotions, using visual and speech modalities only [8]. The DB was tested for the fused
outputs, and accuracies of 0.612 (valence) and 0.714 (arousal) were observed. In another
work for affective observation using physiological signals, this DB recorded accuracies of
0.430 (arousal) and 0.407 (valence) [35]. In a single-subject multimodal regression model
(SSMRM), RECOLA was used for face, speech, ECG, and EDA signals [127]. The results
were obtained for all modality combinations, and the best accuracy for arousal was obtained
using only audio. In the case of valence, the combination of facial expressions and speech
produced the best output.

2.3.19. SLADE

A multimodal DB of physiological signals, the stress level and emotional state assessment
databasE comprises 16 channel EEG signals, 3 channel ECG signals, GSR signals and SKT
measurements to assist AER [128]. The main aim of this DB development was to facilitate
the detection of stress levels and concurrently the recognition of emotional states through
synchronized physiological signals. The EEG signals were procured using a 16-channel
Ultra Cortex 3D printed headset and OpenBCI (open-source platform for brain computer
interfacing) board integrated with a Neurosoft elastic headset. The Vernier ECG sensor
acquired the ECG signals. The authors captured the remaining data using a custom module
developed by them at the Sensor Network Laboratory (Technical University of Varna). The
data were annotated by each participant collected as self-assessment during the experi-
ments. The authors performed a baseline study for the stress events in context-specific and
application-specific scenarios and reported results for automatic detection in HALV (high
arousal/low valence) events. An accuracy of 92.9% for a binary valence detector, 100% for a
binary arousal detector, and 100% for the HALV detector was achieved for the combination
of all four physiological signals.

2.4. Bi-Modal Databases
2.4.1. AVEC

Developed for use in emotion and depression recognition challenges, the audio visual
emotion challenge (AVEC) DB is a bi-modal corpus of facial expressions and speech [129,130].
Subjects performed HCI tasks while they were being video-recorded. Each subject was
recorded 1–4 times, two weeks apart. The HCI tasks included scenarios, such as sustained
vowel phonation, counting from 1 to 10, reading aloud, telling a story from the subject’s
past, and best present ever. For the 2014 AVEC challenge, two tasks in German, Northwind,
and Freeform, were selected. The Northwind included reading the excerpt of the fable “Die
Sonne und der Wind ” (the north wind and the sun), while Freeform required participants to
respond to several questions, such as discussing a sad childhood memory, etc. AVEC DB
was used for a deep bi-directional LSTM-RNN (DBLSTM-RNN) based uni- and multimodal
emotion recognition system that reported the valence, arousal, and dominance for Freeform,
Northwind, and Freeform–Northwind development sets. The Northwind task achieved
the best average accuracy of 0.630 [20]. In a hierarchical fusion strategy for MER, AVEC
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DB was used for the hierarchical level fusion of acoustic and lexical features using LSTM
models, where an accuracy of 69.9% was achieved [131].

2.4.2. BAUM-1 and BAUM-2

The Bahcesehir University multilingual (BAUM-1) DB is a spontaneous audio–visual
DB that comprises the subject’s affective and mental states in Turkish [132]. The mental
states captured in the DB include being unsure, thinking, concentrating, and being bothered.
The subjects were asked to observe formulated image sequences and short clips to kindle a
set of emotional and mental states and report sentiments and implications extemporane-
ously, in their words. The DB poses challenges for use in emotion recognition; however, it
serves as an apt corpus for affective systems that seem to recognize emotions in real-world
scenarios. BAUM-1 DB was used for testing a hybrid deep model consisting of CNN,
3D-CNN, and DBN for an audio–visual affective system for emotion classification and
reported accuracies of 42.26% and 50.11% for audio and visual data, respectively [23]. How-
ever, the fusion of the two modalities provided an accuracy of 54.57%. BAUM-2 extends
BAUM-1 by the addition of (i) subjects of different races and ages (5–73 years) in various
illumination conditions and head poses, (ii) English language using clips from genres, such
as crime, thriller, and comedy, (iii) neutral emotion, (iv) profuse annotation conducted by 5
annotators, and (v) gender, age, head-pose and intensity of emotion. BAUM-2i, another
extension of BAUM-2, was created by extracting frames from each clip displaying subject
emotions at their peak in real-life scenarios. The rich annotation in these BAUM-2 and 2i
helps in carrying out affect recognition with varying intensities.

2.4.3. BioVid Emo

The BioVid Emo [133] DB is a multimodal DB comprising simultaneously recorded
physiological and video signals. Developed in a collaboration of the Neuro-Information
Technology group of the University of Magdeburg and the Emotion Lab of the University
of Ulm, this DB was created by eliciting the subjects’ emotions when they were asked
to watch 15 standardized film clips. The subjects had to choose a clip that elicited the
maximum asked emotion and rated the clips based on valence (unpleasant to pleasant) and
arousal (calm to excited/activated). The DB has been used to analyze a recurrent model
for predicting a person’s emotional intelligence by forecasting the pattern of age, gender,
occupation, marital status, and education [134].

2.4.4. CHEAVD & CHEAVD 2.0

The CASIA (Chinese Academy of Sciences Institute of Automation) natural emotional
audio-visual DB (CHEAVD) [135] is a multimodal corpus in the Chinese language consisting
of audio and video modalities. The DB is distinctive, as it consists of 26 uncommon
emotional states (neutral, angry, happy, sad, worried, anxious, disgust, surprise, blamed,
sarcastic, aggrieved, curious, fearful, embarrassing, nervous, confused, proud, helpless,
hesitant, contemptuous, frustrated, serious, anticipated, shy and guilty) with multiple
emotion labels to reduce ambiguity in emotion classification. There is an advanced version
of the DB, CHEAVD 2.0 [136] that was introduced as a benchmark for the Multimodal
Emotion Recognition Challenge (MEC) 2017. Both the versions of the DB are highly uneven,
with most of the excerpts depicting neutral emotion. The DBs have been used for emotion
recognition using speech by the fusion of features extracted from English and Chinese
languages [137] using local Attention RNN (LA + RNN) with a local attention mechanism.
The CHEAVD 2.0 was also utilized for testing a cross-culture MER [138] for an adversarial
learning framework for generalizing the scenarios across different cultures.

2.4.5. DREAMER

The DREAMER dataset (database for emotion recognition through EEG and ECG
signals) is a bi-modal DB comprising 14-channel EEG and 2-channel ECG signals [139]. The
EEG signal was recorded using an Emotiv EPOC system (Sampling Rate = 128 Hz) [140,141],
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a wireless headset containing contact sensors, and the ECG signal was recorded using a
SHIMMER wireless sensor (recorded at 256 Hz) [142]. The authors established a standard
of their corpus by performing classifications based on supervised methods (SVMs) for
single modalities and fusing these modalities. The best result of Valence = 0.6249 for EEG
only, Dominance = 0.6184 for EEG only, and Arousal = 0.6232 for the fusion of EEG and
ECG was obtained.

2.4.6. eNTERFACE’05

eNTERFACE’05 is a corpus of facial expressions and speech that was developed for
testing and assessing single and bi-modality emotion recognition systems [143]. In the DB,
≈31% of people wore glasses, and 17% had a beard. This DB was employed for testing an
MER using facial and audio features, where two fusion schemes were assessed—weighted
sum rule and weighted product rule—achieving an accuracy of 75.7% and 77.2%, respec-
tively [11]. Another bi-modal system employing audio and video used eNTERFACE’05 to
test the fusion of classifier predictions for emotion detection, achieving an overall accuracy
of 99.52% [27]. In another work, multi-directional regression (MDR) audio features and
Ridgelet transform-based facial image features were combined using the Bayesian sum rule
to achieve an accuracy of 83.06% [14]. Another work used this DB for emotion recognition
using the Bayesian sum rule for fusion, MDR features for audio, and Weber local descrip-
tor (WLD) for facial images, producing an accuracy of 83.10% [15]. Another bi-modal
emotion recognition system that made use of the sparse kernel reduced-rank regression
(SKRRR), a linear extension of traditional reduced rank regression (RRR), reported an
accuracy of 87.02% for fusion using a support vector machine (SVM) classifier [17]. For mul-
timodal emotion detection, score-level fusion was performed using deep spatio-temporal
features [21]. A 3D-CNN (C3D) cascaded with DBN produced an accuracy of 89.39% for
fusion using this DB. At the same time, a shared learning approach by enhanced sparse
local discriminative canonical correlation analysis (CCA) made use of this DB to achieve an
accuracy of 80.1% for six emotions [22]. Another hybrid deep model composed of CNN,
C3D, and DBN used eNTERFACE’05 and reported 85.97% accuracy.

2.4.7. FABO

The face and body gesture (FABO) [144] DB is a bi-modal DB consisting of facial
expressions and (upper) body gestures. Developed at the University of Technology, Sydney
(UTS) in 2005, this DB was created using two cameras that simultaneously captured body
gestures and facial expressions. The participants were asked to enact specific emotions
elicited by the narration of an emotional situation. The subjects in the corpus were from var-
ied ethnicities, such as European, Middle Eastern, Latin American, Asian, and Australian.
The FOBO DB has been used for MER using a two-layer CNN-transformer deep learning
technique [145] and reported an accuracy of over 90% for FOBO DB and CK+ DB [146].

2.4.8. GEMEP-FERA 2011

The Geneva multimodal emotion portrayal-facial expression recognition and analysis
(GEMEP-FERA) dataset is a bi-modal DB of facial expression and speech [147,148]. About
1260 clips of this DB were used in a study to assess the inter-judge accuracy of DB in terms
of reliability and recognition and to augment the plausibility and the portrayal of intensity
for a reliable categorization. The GEMEP-FERA corpus was used in facial expression
recognition using a novel feature descriptor called the histogram of oriented gradients from
three orthogonal planes (HOG-TOP) [16]. The study proposed a new geometric feature
derived from the wrap transformation of facial landmarks to detect facial configuration
changes. A feature-level fusion for video-based expression recognition resulted in an
accuracy of 54.2%.
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2.4.9. HUMAINE

Developed to fulfill a need for collecting and annotating affective content, the human–
machine interaction network on emotion (HUMAINE) DB is a naturalistic corpus compris-
ing facial images and speech. It contains a rich set of structured labels showing core signs in
speech, facial features, and gesture descriptors [149]. HUMAINE clips were annotated for
natural and induced stimuli at two levels. At the first level, the global level, the emotional
episode is labeled with a global label. Then at the second level, frame level, it was labeled
to be time aligned. This facilitated capturing the perceived flow of emotion. The DB has
also been formulated at two levels. The first level extracts a section of the recording as a
clip, and the second level involves selecting 50 of those clips. The clips cover wide-ranging
material, such as different contexts, emotional space, intensities, and cues from face, voice,
gestures, etc. This DB was used in speaker-dependent scenarios, where both feature and
decision level fusions were performed for classifying seven emotions [25].

2.4.10. IEMOCAP

Developed at the Speech Analysis and Interpretation Laboratory (SAIL), University of
Southern California (USC), the interactive emotional dyadic motion capture (IEMOCAP)
dataset is a bi-modal corpus containing facial expressions and hand movements [93]. The
authors claim that the DB includes direct and expounding motion capture information,
facilitating an in-depth description of gestures that were not available anywhere at the
time. For DB creation, the subject pairs were asked to perform three emotional scripts
in hypothetical scenarios with markers on their face, head, and hands. A total of 53
markers were attached to capture the subject’s body movement, hand gestures, and head
movements. The corpus presents detailed information on the motion capture. This DB
was used for training a system of audio–visual emotion recognition using DL, where four
emotions were classified using four different DBN models, and the best accuracy of 65.89%
was achieved using FS-DBN2 (a two-layer DBN with feature selection prior to the training)
model [13]. An energy-based variant of RBM, replicated softmax model (RSM), made
use of this DB to recognize emotions using a decision-level fusion of face, speech, and
language, and achieved an accuracy of 68.92% [33]. IEMOCAP was also used for emotion
recognition in spoken dialogues, using a fusion of acoustic and lexical features through a
hierarchical fusion strategy where modalities were combined at different levels to achieve
51.3% accuracy (using LSTM) [131].

2.4.11. LIRIS-ACCEDE

The Laboratory of Informatic in image and systems information-annotated creative
commons emotional databasE (LIRIS-ACCEDE) is a bi-modal DB consisting of audio–visual
modalities [150,151]. The database is rich in diversity and has been annotated (in terms of
valence and arousal) using crowd-sourcing through a pair-wise video comparison protocol
carried out by 1517 annotators from 89 countries. The DB has been sorted independently
around the valence and arousal axis due to two experiments carried out on crowd sourcing.

2.4.12. RAVDESS

The RAVDESS (the Ryerson audio–visual database of emotional speech and song) is a
bi-modal DB comprising facial data and vocal data in the form of speech and song [152].
The corpus contains the two modalities in three combinations: facial expressions and voice,
only facial expressions, and only voice. A total of 247 participants validated the corpus,
and each rated a subset of the whole corpus based on accuracy, intensity, and authenticity.
Another group of 72 participants was involved in the reliability task for testing–retesting
the data. The database has been made publicly available under a creative commons non-
commercial license. A real-time emotion recognition system made use of the RAVDESS
dataset’s speech component to ascertain emotion in a live recorded speech by inspecting
the tonal properties of the utterance [153]. The authors used gradient boosting, SVM, and
KNN for four basic emotions (sad, happy, neutral and angry), reporting an accuracy of 61%
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for gradient boosting, 81% for SVM and 63% for KNN. Another mention of the database
comes in audio-linguistics embeddings for capturing the linguistic and acoustic content of
a sentence [154]. The authors made two contributions, firstly by progressing to sentence-
level embedding starting from the phoneme level through character and then word-level
representation, then secondly evaluating these embeddings for speech recognition and
AER using the RAVDESS dataset. Another work that fused audio and visual streams to
detect emotions from the data captured through a mobile phone made use of the speech
component of the RAVDESS [114]. The speech and songs of the RAVDESS were used to
train the CNN, while the BP4D+ (MMSE) DB [18] was used to train for images. They
reported accuracies of 99.22% for images, 66.41% for speech and 96.09% for the fusion of
images and audio for the two emotional categories.

2.4.13. RML

The Ryerson Multimedia Lab (RML) DB includes facial expressions and speech col-
lected at Ryerson University [155]. The participants were provided with 10 sentences for
each emotion and asked to exhibit emotions naturally by recalling any personal emotion-
related event. RML DB was used with a 2-stage network containing two deep CNNs
(DCNN) and the fusion of these DCNN outputs, resulting in an accuracy of 72.18% with
speech and face [18]. The authors also reported an accuracy of 80.36% for audio–visual
emotion recognition while employing a hybrid deep model architecture [23]. Another use
of the corpus was made in real-time bi-modal emotion detection in a mobile context, where
seven emotions were classified, and the results were reported in terms of precision (90.8),
recall (90.7), and F1-measure (90.7) for a feature level fusion [156].

2.4.14. SAL

The SAL (sensitive artificial listener) is an audio–visual DB comprising the recordings
of the conversation between a machine and a human [149,157]. SAL also has an inter-
face for portraying the machine conversation and is controlled by an operator with four
personalities (Poppy, Obadiah, Spike, and Prudence) that users can choose from. These
personalities have their emotional trait imbibed in them, e.g., “Poppy is happy, Obadiah is
gloomy, Spike is angry, and Prudence is pragmatic”. While conversing with a character,
the users are drawn to the character’s state of mind by exhibiting their emotional state
and non-verbal expressions. The data contain varied emotional content in 491 recordings,
but with low intensities. SAL DB was also translated into Hebrew and Greek at Tel Aviv
University and the National Technical University of Athens, respectively.

2.4.15. SAVEE

Developed in the Center for Vision, Speech and Signal Processing (CVSSP) 3D vision
lab, University of Surrey, the Surrey audio–visual expressed emotion (SAVEE) dataset
was developed as a requisite for the creation of an emotion recognition system [158]. The
subject’s reaction was recorded using a 3dMD dynamic face capture system and Beyer
dynamic microphone signals. A total of 10 evaluators assessed the DB for accuracy and
quality check. SAVEE DB was used for exploring the sources of temporal variation in
human audio–visual behavioral data by introducing temporal segmentation and time-
series analysis techniques [19]. In a bi-modal fusion of linguistic and acoustic cues in
speech, SAVEE was used for affect recognition at the language level using both ML and
valence assessment of the words for the classification of 7 emotions [156]. In an affective
human–robot interaction, the real-time fusion of facial expressions and speech from SAVEE
using 3 DBNs (two for classifying and the third for fusing the o/p of the first two) resulted
in an accuracy of 96.2%.

2.4.16. SEED

The SEED (SJTU (Shanghai Jiao Tong University) emotion EEG) dataset constitutes a
corpus to ascertain the emotional state of a person by the EEG signals [159–161]. There exist
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more versions of the SEED DB, such as SEED-IV [162], SEED-V [163], and SEED-VIG [164],
that was developed during various research works. The participants themselves annotated
the databases during the course of the experiments. The participants were then asked to
watch video clips and report their feelings in a sequence of 5 s for the hint about the clip,
45 s for the feedback, and 15 s for the rest between each trial. The dataset was cumulated in
the form of EEG signals recorded with an ESI NeuroScan system (Sampling rate = 1000 Hz)
from a 62-channel electrode cap. For SEED-IV, SMI eye-tracking glasses were used to record
eye movements in the sessions.

SEED-VIG of the SEED dataset comprised similar modalities, but were collected in
a distinct style for vigilance estimation [164]. In the form of a 4-lane highway scene, a
VR-based driving system was incorporated to collect the EEG and EOG signal, where
participants were asked to drive in simulated environment being inattentive. The driving
system was designed to induce fatigue in the subjects easily, and the data were collected
using the Neuroscan system (sampling rate = 1000 Hz) and SMI eye tracking glasses.

A multimodal emotion recognition framework employing deep canonical correlation
analysis made use of SEED, SEED-IV and SEED-V datasets to test their model [160]. They
transformed each modality separately and then coordinated different input types into a
hyperspace by using specified CCA. They reported an accuracy of 94.58% on the SEED
dataset, 87.45% on the SEED-IV dataset, 83.08% on the SEED-V dataset, 88.99%, 90.57%,
and 90.67% for three binary classification problem on the DREAMER dataset [139] and
on the DEAP dataset [104] for two binary classification problems (accuracy = 84.33% and
85.62%) and for a four-category classification problem with an accuracy of 88.51%.

2.4.17. SEMAINE

The sustained emotionally colored machine–human interaction using nonverbal ex-
pression (SEMAINE) DB was created as a recording of the emotion-bearing conversation
between a person and an operator simulating a SAL [157,165]. It is an audio–visual corpus
built in various configurations, such as Semiautomatic SAL and Solid SAL. The DB was
annotated by 6–8 raters and contains supplementary information, such as facial action
coding system (FACS) annotation, nods, shakes, etc., for a few recordings.

2.4.18. The USC CreativeIT

The University of Southern California (USC) CreativeIT DB is a bi-modal corpus of
speech and body movements created through the collaboration of researchers and theater
experts [166,167]. The DB contains the data of 16 (8 female, 8 male) actors conversing in
pairs for ≈3 min, eliciting their emotions that were recorded for full-body motion capture,
audio, and video. A total of 50 such interactions produced 90 data samples (10 missing
audio recordings). The DB was annotated with valence, activation and domination on a
scale of 1–5 by at least 3 raters for each actor. The labels are available for activation and
valence only and are based on the average of the ratings. This DB was used in the study of
affect recognition by integrating cross-lingual emotion information through the fusion of
multiple emotion perspectives and reported accuracies of 0.507 and 0.577 for valence and
activation dimensions, respectively [167].

2.4.19. VAM

The Vera am Mittag (VAM) German audio–visual spontaneous speech DB was created
by the emotion research group at the Institut für Nachrichtentechnik of the Universität
Karlsruhe (TH), Germany [168]. The DB is a 12 h recording of a German talk show, Vera am
Mittag, where the discussion between the guests provides a spontaneous and unscripted
DB for authentic emotion recognition. The facial and speech inputs were labeled and
marked by many annotators on valence (negative or positive), activation (calm or excited),
and dominance (weak or strong). The DB is divided into three modules: VAM-Video,
VAM-audio, and VAM-faces.
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2.5. Unimodal Databases
2.5.1. AFEW

AFEW is a static and temporal facial expression DB of movie excerpts [169]. This
close-to-the-real-world “wild” DB portrays challenging emotional conditions in the clips
and is arguably more challenging than most DBs because of the natural head movements,
illumination conditions, and the presence of 1+ subject in clips that mimic real-world
conditions. A semi-automatic recommender system was utilized to create this DB that
parses the extracted movie subtitles. A human annotator also labeled the clip with the
extracted emotional keyword.

The corpus was used to train and test the Emonets, the multimodal DL method for
detecting emotions in videos using CNN, DBN, K-means, and relational auto-encoders for
classifying the seven emotions and reported an accuracy of 47.67% [5]. AFEW was used
together with the static facial expressions in the wild (SFEW) to detect emotions in the wild
using a fusion network that combined the audio–visual modalities at the decision level and
observed accuracy of 51.02% [2]. A HOG-TOP-based approach for recognizing emotions in
the wild integrated audio–visual features using multiple kernel learning (MKL), while an
SVM classifier was used for classification and achieved accuracies of 40.21% and 45.21%
for the validation set and the test set, respectively [7]. The authors also tested another
MER system using a hierarchical classification fusion framework combining voice and
facial expressions at the decision level. They used GEMEP-FERA2011 and CK to classify
seven emotions with an accuracy of 47.17% [9]. A new geometric feature derived from the
wrap transformation of facial landmarks was proposed for capturing facial configuration
changes and fused facial features and speech for video-based emotion recognition [16].
AFEW, CK+, and GEMEP-FERA 2011 were used to report the best accuracy of 95.7% (for
AFEW), while a combination of HOG-TOP feature and geometric wrap features were
used. In another bi-modal emotion recognition system using a sparse kernel reduced rank
regression (SKRRR) fusion method with a Gaussian kernel [17], AFEW was used with
eNTERFACE’05. The speech features were extracted using the openSMILE feature extractor.
The facial features were extracted using a scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) feature
descriptor, and an accuracy of 47% was observed. AFEW was also used to classify seven
emotions using an ensemble approach that fused various classification models, SVM and
random forest (RF), and reported accuracies of 43.86% and 46.88% for the validation and
test dataset, respectively [26].

2.5.2. Berlin

The Berlin speech DB was recorded in German and contained emotional utterances
of 10 German (5 female, 5 male) actors, simulated by speaking 10 (5 short, 5 long) sen-
tences [170]. The DB was assessed in an automated listening test and was annotated by
20 listeners to classify the utterances into 7 categories (anger, fear, happy, sad, disgust,
boredom, and neutral). The hidden Markov Models (HMM) and ANN approach using the
Berlin and CK DB for MER using speech and facial expressions reported an accuracy of
89.6% for decision level fusion [3]. The Berlin speech DB was used with eNTERFACE’05
and CK in an MDR and Ridgelet transform-based approach for audio–visual emotion
recognition, where the authors used separate extreme learning machine (ELM) classifiers
for each modality and observed an accuracy of 85.13% [14]. The Berlin DB was used
with CK to propose an infrastructure for recognizing emotion-aware big data in 5G [15].
Another linguistic and acoustic cues-based bi-modal affective recognition system used
ML and valence assessment of the words carrying emotional implications for performing
the classification [156]. Berlin speech DB along with SAVEE, polished emotional speech
DB [171], electromagnetic articulography (EMA) DB [172], semantic evaluations (SemEVAL)
2007 [173] and international survey on emotion antecedents and reactions (ISEAR) DB [174]
was used for testing the accuracy of the proposed approach.
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2.5.3. CK/CK+

The Cohn-Kanade (CK) is an AU coded facial DB that was created for emotion recog-
nition research and is available in two versions: CK [175], having data of 97 subjects in
486 excerpts for 7 emotions (anger, contempt, disgust, happy, sad, surprise and neutral)
with each peak in the sequence FACS-labeled [176,177], and extended CK (CK+) [146],
which adds 593 posed and spontaneous expression excerpts of 123 subjects with validated
labels. CK was used for the evaluation of a hierarchical classification framework using a
hybrid feature and decision level fusion that used audio–visual features in the wild [9]. This
DB was also used with the acted facial expression in wild (AFEW) DB [169] and GEMEP-
FERA2011 to classify seven emotional categories with an accuracy of 47.17%. CK+ was
used for a HOG-TOP and geometric wrap-based approach that performed facial expression
recognition in the wild using multi-feature fusion and reported an accuracy of 95.7%. In
another work, the transfer of emotion features from one DBN to other DBNs was performed
with 4 DBs—CK, emoFBVP, Mind reading emotions library and MMI—where CK reported
the best accuracy of 89.51% for a training time of 15 h and 49 min [178]. CK+ was also used
for a facial expression recognition system incorporating the fusion of base classifiers output
with an accuracy of 76.05% [179]. CK along with Berlin DB [170] was used to effectuate a bi-
modal emotion recognition using facial expressions and speech [3]. CK was utilized along
with Berlin, emoFBVP, DEAP and MAHNOB-HCI databases to perform an unsupervised
multimodal emotion classification where accuracy of 97.3% was reported. CK DB was used
with eNTERFACE’05 and Berlin to achieve an accuracy of 73.07% for face-only analysis [14].
The authors also used these databases for bi-modal emotion recognition with face and
speech using big data and cloud technology and observed an accuracy of 83.10% [15].

2.5.4. FER2013

The FER (facial expression recognition) 2013 DB is a corpus of facial expressions
that were produced as a part of a larger project for facial emotion recognition challenge
contests [180,181]. A Google search API was used to create the DB using a set of 184
emotion-related keywords. A total of 600 search strings were created for search queries
using the emotional keywords and terms related to gender, race, or age for the creation
of DB. There are a total of 35,887 images (of size 48 × 48) for seven emotional categories
(anger: 4953 images, disgust: 547 images, fear: 5121 images, happiness: 8989 images,
sadness: 6077 images, surprise: 4002 images and neutral: 6198 images) in the DB. There
are three variants of FER2013, the FER28, the FER32, and FER32+EmotiW. FER2013 was
used in [179] along with JAFFE [182], and CK+ [146] for training and testing an approach
based on the ensemble of CNN-based methods, using a probability-based fusion combining
all CNN for facial expression recognition. The work classified 7 emotions (neutral, sad,
happy, surprise, angry, disgust, and fear) with an accuracy of 69.96%, 69.96% and 66.98%
for the FER2013 validation set, FER2013 private set, and FER2013 public set, respectively
for ECNN (ensemble convolutional neural network).

2.5.5. JAFFE

The Japanese female facial expressions (JAFFE) DB is a facial corpus of Japanese female
models that was created at the Psychology Department, Kyushu University [182–184]. The
expressions were posed without any directives and were not tested against any benchmark,
while the 240 × 292 resolution images were labeled by 60 annotators. JAFFE DB was used
along with CK+ [146] and FER2013 [180,181] to test a probability-based fusion approach
using an ensemble of CNN by combining the outputs of base learning classifiers and
reported an accuracy of 50.70% over the CNN (45.07%) [179].

2.5.6. MMI

The MMI (Michel Valstar and Ioannis Patras) DB is one of the most comprehensive and
varied facial expression DB available [185,186]. The DB consists of images of 19 subjects of
both genders with ages ranging from 19 to 62 years and ethnic backgrounds from Europe,
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Asia, and South America. The corpus consists of 1500 expression specimens comprising
single static images (600 frontal, 140 dual-view, i.e., combining frontal and profile view and
recorded using a mirror) and sequences of images (30 profile views and 750 dual-view) in
frontal and profiles views. Some part of the corpus (169 sequences) is also labeled with
the AU and includes single AU annotation and multiple AU annotation. Despite being
encyclopedic, the corpus has some limitations. The DB falls short of spontaneous facial
expressions and the annotation of a major part of the corpus with the AU. MMI DB has
been used to validate a few systems involving MER. In [178], a layer-by-layer of transfer
of emotion features was proposed in a multimodal setting. The features were transferred
between a source (a 6-layer DBN) and a target network (two 6-layer DBN). The authors
used three more datasets besides MMI, the emoFBVP [86], Mind Reading Emotions Library,
and CK [175] to test the system. An accuracy of 87.39% was reported for the MMI for a
training time of 16 h and 38 min.

2.5.7. NTUA

The NTUA (National Taiwan University of Arts) DB is a corpus of emotional utterances
that were collected in the Chinese language [167]. The DB was created following the
approach of USC CreativeIT [166,167]. A total of 22 exemplars grouped in pairs performed
a face-to-face interaction for approximately 3 min in a predetermined emotional scenario.
A total of 42 annotators labeled 204 recordings for activation and valence dimensions on
a scale of 1–5. NTUA corpus was used for testing and training a cross-lingual emotion
recognition system [93] using a multi-task kernel fusion technique. The proposed approach
integrated the useful emotional information of one language into another to enhance the
affect recognition rate. English language from USC CreativeIT was used with the NTUA to
fuse the perspective of the Chinese language for better accuracy. Accuracies of 0.604 and
0.682 was observed in the dimensions of valence and arousal, respectively for the NTUA.

2.5.8. SFEW

The static facial expressions in the wild (SFEW) DB is a facial DB that was created as a
subset of AFEW [169,187]. The SFEW holds frontal and non-frontal faces in 700 images with
varied head pose age, focus, and illumination for 7 emotions (angry, disgust, surprise, sad,
happy, fear, and neutral). SFEW was put to use for testing a fusion network in combining
multimodal features for emotion recognition in the wild and reported an accuracy of 51.08%
in the classification of 7 emotions [2].
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Table 2. Multimodal Databases: A Detailed Comparison.

Database Modalities Language Elicitation Method Subjects
Size of

Databases/No.
of Samples

Emotion Description Representation
Work Remarks Posed/Spontaneous

Induced/Natural

AMIGOS [94]
PS (EEG, GSR and
ECG), Video and

Depth Information
-

16 emotional movie
excerpts (of short

duration, <250 s and
of long duration,

>14 min) in
individual and

group (4 people)
context

40 subjects
(13 females and 27

males)

PS recordings in
Matlab format:

3.60 GB, Frontal Face
Videos: 192 GB, Full

body RGB videos
from Kinect: 203 GB,

Full body depth
videos from Kinect:

39.9 GB

Self-assessment by
subject of valence,

arousal, dominance,
liking, familiarity and
basic emotions (happy,

sad, angry, disgust,
surprise, fear

and neutral). External
annotation of valence

and arousal.

[51,188]

Available. The data
were recorded in

individual settings
and group settings

to observe and
analyze the impact

of social context
on person’s

emotional state.

Spontaneous,
Induced

ASCERTAIN [97] PS (EEG, ECG and
GSR), Facial activity -

Emotions induced
by watching

36 movie excerpts
(ranging from

51–128 s)

58 subjects
(21 females and 37

males)
-

Self reports (for 36 videos
for 58 subjects each):

Arousal, Valence,
Engagement, Liking,

Familiarity; Personality
scores for the Big 5
Personality traits:

Extraversion,
Agreeableness,

Conscientiousness,
Emotional Stability,

Openness

[189]

Available. First
database to connect

personality traits
and emotional states

via
physiological responses

Spontaneous,
Induced

CALLAS
Expressivity

Corpus [98,99]

Speech, Facial
expressions,

Gestures
German Italian

Greek

Set of 120 emotion
instigating sentences
were displayed for

the users

21 subjects
(10 females and 11

males)

Approximately 5 h
of recording

3 emotion categories,
positive, neutral and

negative
[28]

Unreleased for
public domain.DB

created to
understand

nonverbal behaviors
across

different cultures.

Spontaneous,
Induced

CLAS [100]
PS (ECG, EDA, PPG),
3D AD, metadata of
the 62 participants

-

Test subjects were
involved in some

purposely designed
interactive or

perceptive task

62 subjects
(17 females and 45

males)

30-minute recording
of physiological
signals for each

subject. Compressed
size: 2.03 GB,

Uncompressed size:
13.9 GB

Low/high Arousal,
Valence, High-Arousal

Negative Valence
(HANV) condition, and

low/high Concentration.

[190]

ALB. Interactive
tasks: solving

sequences of math
problems, Logic

problems, and the
Stroop test.

Perceptive tasks: use
of images and

audio–video stimuli
for eliciting

emotions in the four
quadrants of the

arousal
valence space

Spontaneous,
Induced
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Table 2. Cont.

Database Modalities Language Elicitation Method Subjects
Size of

Databases/No.
of Samples

Emotion Description Representation
Work Remarks Posed/Spontaneous

Induced/Natural

CMU-MOSEI [103]

language (spoken
text), visual features
(gestures and facial

expressions)
and audio features
(intonations and

prosody)

English -
1000 speakers (43%

females and
57% males)

3228 videos acquired
from YouTube Total

Video hours: 65 h, 53
min and 36 s

Each sentence annotation
for a sentiment on a [−3,

3] Likert scale of: [−3:
highly negative, −2
negative, −1 weakly

negative, 0 neutral, +1
weakly positive, +2
positive, +3 highly
positive]. Ekman

emotions of happiness,
sadness, anger, fear,

disgust, and surprise
annotated on a [0, 3]
Likert scale for the

presence of emotion x: [0:
no evidence of x, 1:

weakly x, 2: x, 3:
highly x].

[191]

Available. The
corpus consist of
23,453 sentences,

250 distinct topics
and 447,143 words.

Spontaneous,
Natural

DEAP [104] EEG, PS, Face -

Each contributor
watched 40 excerpts

of one-minute
duration music
videos and the
outcome was

recorded in terms of
their responses.

32 subjects

Online ratings, video
list, participant

ratings and
participant

questionnaire (.ods,
.xls and .csv
formats). PS:

Original BioSemi
(.bdf) format (5.8

Gb). Face videos: avi
format (15.3 Gb)

Intensity of arousal,
valence liking for the

video, dominance and
familiarity with the

videos on a continuous
scale of 1–9. a discrete

rating of 1–5 was used for
appraising the familiarity

[34,36,86]

Available. Out of the
total 32 participants,
the face video of 22

were recorded.

Spontaneous,
Induced

DECAF [105]

BS (204 MEG
gradiometers,

102 MEG
magnetometers),

Face(NIR), PS
(3-channels ECG,

B-hEOG, B-tEMG)

-

40 music videos as
employed in DEAP

DB [104], 36
Hollywood movie

clips

30 subjects (14
females and 16

males)

14 GB of
preprocessed data

Valence–arousal ratings
by each participant [192]

Available. DECAF
also contains time

continuous emotion
annotations for

movie clips from
seven users

Spontaneous,
Induced

emoFBVP [86]
Face, Speech,
Body Gesture,

Physiological signals
English

Professional actors
acted the

23 emotions
categories and filled
and evaluation form

to rate their
confidence level

with expressing each
emotion on a scale of

1 to 5.

10 professional
actors

6 recordings (3 in
seated and 3 in

standing positions)
for each actor
enacting for
23 different
emotions.

23 emotions in 3
intensities (Happy, Sad,

Anger, Disgust, Fear,
Surprise, Boredom,

Interest, Agreement,
Disagreement, Neutral,

Pride, Shame,
Triumphant, Defeat,

Sympathy, Antipathy,
Admiration,

Concentration, Anxiety,
Frustration, Content

and Contempt).

[86,178]

Not yet released.
The actors rated

themselves for the
acted emotion

categories. Paper
says database is

freely available but
website displays

database is
coming soon!

Posed,
Induced
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Table 2. Cont.

Database Modalities Language Elicitation Method Subjects
Size of

Databases/No.
of Samples

Emotion Description Representation
Work Remarks Posed/Spontaneous

Induced/Natural

EU Emotion
Stimulus [106]

Face, Speech, Body
gestures, Contextual

social scenes

English Swedish
Hebrew

Facial expression
specific scenes:
249 clips Body
gesture specific
scenes: 82 clips

contextual social
science specific
scene: 87 clips

Speech stimuli: 2364
recordings

19 professional
actors

418 visual clips
(2–52 s)

21 emotions/mental
states: neutral, afraid,

angry, ashamed,
bored,disappointed,
disgusted, excited,
frustrated, happy,

hurt,interested, jealous,
joking, kind, proud,

sad, sneaky,
surprised,unfriendly,

and worried.

[10]

Available. Presents
emotional and

mental state data for
face, body gestures
and social sciences
contextual scenes

not available
previously.

Spontaneous,
Induced

HEU [107]

HEU-part 1: Face
and Body Gesture
HEU-part 2: (Face,

Body Gesture,
and Speech)

Chinese, English,
Thai, Korean -

Total: 9951 subjects
(HEU-part1: 8984,
HEU-part2: 967 )

19,004 video clips

10 emotions: Anger,
bored, confused,

disappointed, disgust,
fear, happy, neutral,

sad, surprise

-

Available. Consists
of multi-view

postures of face and
body, multiple local

occlusion and
illumination and

expression intensity.

Posed,
Induced

MAHNOB-HCI [85]
32 Channel EEG PS,

Face, Audio, EM,
Body movements

English
Participants were
shown emotional

videos and pictures

27 subjects
(16 females and 11

males)

Emotion Elicitation
exp: 4 readings each
for 27 participants,

Implicit tagging exp:
3 readings each for

27 participants

Emotional keyworker,
Arousal, Valence and

Predictability on a Likert
scale(1–9)

[86,108]

Available. Subjects
from different

cultural
backgrounds.

Spontaneous,
Induced

MELD [109] Video, Audio, Text English -
Characters from TV

show “Friends” (84%
of time, there were

6 Actors)

13,000 utterances
from 1433 dialogues.

Each utterance is
3.59 s

7 emotions: Anger,
Disgust, Sadness, Joy,
Neutral, Surprise and

Fear; 3 sentiments:
positive, negative

and neutral

[111]

Available. Each
utterance

(combination of
audio, video and
text) is annotated

with sentiment and
emotion labels.

Posed,
Induced

MMSE/BP4D+ [112]

High-resolution 3D
model sequences, 2D

RGB videos
,Thermal videos,
PS(RR, BP, EDA,

and HR)

-

Participants
conducted 10

activities, under the
supervision of a

professional actor.
The activities

included 4 methods:
cold pressor,

designed physical
experiences,

interpersonal
conversations and

watching of a
film clip.

140 subjects
(82 females and

58 male)

10TB high
quality data

10 Emotions:
Happiness/amusement,
surprise, sadness, startle

surprise, skeptical,
embarrassment, fear

nervous, physical pain,
angry, disgust.

[113,114]

Available.
Ethnic/Racial

Ancestries include
Black, White, Asian

(including East
Asian and Middle

East Asian),
Hispanic/Latino,
and others (e.g.,

Native American).

Spontaneous,
Induced
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Table 2. Cont.

Database Modalities Language Elicitation Method Subjects
Size of

Databases/No.
of Samples

Emotion Description Representation
Work Remarks Posed/Spontaneous

Induced/Natural

MPED [115] PS(EEG, GSR,
RR, ECG). -

Each participant
watched 28 video
clips describing
seven different

emotions.

23 Chinese
volunteers

(13 females and 10
males)

5684 s
7 emotions: Joy, funny,
anger, disgust, fear, sad

and neutrality
[116]

Available. 28 videos
for elicitation were

manually annotated
and were chosen
from a group of
1500 videos to

reduce the influence
of culture

Spontaneous,
Induced

MUStARD [117] Video, Audio, Text English -

Characters from
4 TV shows:

“Friends”, “The
Golden Girls”, “The

Big Bang Theory”
and “Sarcasmaholics

Anonymous”

690 one-utterance
videos

Sarcasm and
non-sarcasm [119,120]

Available. Each
audiovisual

utterance goes along
with the

conversational
context for
additional

information.

Posed,
Induced

NNIME [121] Audio, Video, ECG Chinese

Dyadic spoken
interaction between
subjects designed by

a professional
director

44 subjects
(22 females, 20

males)

11 h of audio, video,
and

electrocardiogram
data

6 emotions: Angry,
happy, sad, neutral,

disappointed, surprise
[122]

Available. Consist of
both discrete (6

emotion categories)
and continuous
(activation and

valence) emotion
annotation

Posed,
Natural

RAMAS [123]
Face, Speech,

Motion-capture, PS
(EDA and PG)

Russian

The subjects actors
played out

interactive dyadic
scenarios involving

each of the six
emotional categories.

Ten
semi-professional

actors (5 females and
5 males)

Approximately 7 h
of high

quality Videos

6 emotions: angry,
disgust, happy, sad,

scared, surprised; 2 social
interaction characteristics:

domination
and submission

[125] ALB Posed,
Induced

RECOLA [126] Speech, Face,
ECG, EDA French

23 teams of two were
asked to complete a
collaborative task

involving social and
emotional behaviors.

46 subjects
(27 females and 19

males)

9.5 h of audio, visual,
and physiological

(electrocardiogram,
and electrodermal
activity) recording.

Continuous dimensions
of valence and arousal. [8,35,127,193]

Available. 34
participants out of 46
gave their consent to

share their data.

Spontaneous,
Induced

SLADE [128] PS (EEG, ECG, GSR
and ST) -

Audio-visual stimuli
in the form of

40 movie excerpts
(duration 1 min)

- - Valence-arousal ratings
by each participant -

Not publicly
available. This DB
was developed to

facilitate the
detection of stress

levels end ER.

Spontaneous/
Induced

AVEC [129,130] Face, Speech German
Subjects performed

HCI tasks while they
were being recorded

292 subjects 340 video clips
adding up to 240 h

The clips were annotated
in 3 dimensions; arousal,
valence and dominance,

in continuous time
and value

[20,131]

Not available
publicly. Developed

for emotion
and depression

recognition challenge.

Spontaneous,
Induced
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Table 2. Cont.

Database Modalities Language Elicitation Method Subjects
Size of

Databases/No.
of Samples

Emotion Description Representation
Work Remarks Posed/Spontaneous

Induced/Natural

BAUM-1 [132] Face, Speech Turkish

Subjects watched
images and video

sequences to evoke
target emotions.

31 subjects
(17 females and 14

males)
1222 video clips

6 emotions: happiness,
anger, sadness, disgust,

fear and surprise
Intensity on a scale 0–5

[23]

Available. Consists
of emotional and

mental states. Close
to natural conditions
such as background.

Spontaneous,
Induced

BAUM-2 [194] Face, Speech English Turkish -
286 subjects

(118 females and 168
males)

1047 video clips

7 emotions: anger,
happiness, sadness,

disgust, surprise, neutral
and fear. Intensity of

emotion in term of score
between 1 and 5

-

Available. Contains
clips from movies
and TV clips are

more naturalistic. It
is a

multilingual database

Posed,
Natural

BioVid Emo [133] PPS (SCL, ECG,
tEMG), Video -

15 standardized film
clips of length 32 to
245 s were shown to

the participants

94 subjects
(50 females and 44

males)

430 .csv sheets;
5 sheets for each

subject; each sheet
contains PPS data of

the participant’s
chosen film clip 430
.mp4 videos of the

.csv sheets

5 emotions: amusement,
sadness, anger, disgust

and fear.
[134]

ALB. Originally
94 subjects were

there but now only
86 remain due to

missed or corrupted
recordings.

Spontaneous,
Induced

CHEAVD [135] Audio, Video Chinese -
238 speakers (47.5%

female and
52.5% male)

140 min of excerpts
from 34 films, 2

television series, 2
television shows, 1
impromptu speech

and 1 talk show

26 non-prototypical
emotional states,

including the basic six:
Angry, happy, sad,

neutral, disgust, surprise

[137,138]

Available.
Multi-emotion

labels and
fake/suppressed
emotion labels.
Highly Skewed

Posed/Induced

CHEAVD 2.0 [136] Audio, Video Chinese -
527 speakers (41.6%

female and
58.4% male)

474 min of excerpts
from Chinese

movies, soap operas
and TV shows,
7030 samples

8 emotions: neutral,
angry, happy, sad,
surprised, disgust,
worried, anxious

[137,138]

Available. This DB
was developed for

the Multimodal
Emotion Recognition

Challenge
(MEC) 2017

Posed/Induced

DREAMER [139] EEG & ECG -
18 movie clips

(duration: 65–393 s)
to elicit emotions

23 subjects
(9 females and 14

males)
-

Valence/arousal rated
using a discrete scale of

integers from 1 to 5
[195,196]

Available. Signals
were captured using
portable, wearable,
wireless, low-cost,
and off-the-shelf

equipment.

Spontaneous/
Induced

eNTERFACE’05 [143] Face, Speech English

Subjects were asked
to hear six short
stories evoking a

particular emotion

42 subjects
(8 females and 34

males)

Total: 1166 videos
(Anger: 200, Disgust:

189, Fear: 187,
Happiness: 205,

Sadness: 195,
Surprise: 190)

6 emotions: happiness,
sadness, surprise, anger,

disgust and fear.

[11,14,15,17,21–
23,27]

Available. Subjects
were from 14

different
nationalities

(Belgium, Turkey,
France, Spain,

Greece, Austria,
Italy, Cuba, Slovakia,
Brazil, USA, Croatia,
Canada, and Russia),

Spontaneous,
Induced
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Table 2. Cont.

Database Modalities Language Elicitation Method Subjects
Size of

Databases/No.
of Samples

Emotion Description Representation
Work Remarks Posed/Spontaneous

Induced/Natural

FABO [144] Face Expressions
Body Gestures -

Subjects provided
with situation or

short scenarios for
narrating an emotion

eliciting situation.

23 subjects
(12 females and 11

males)
Video size of 9 Gb

10 emotions: neutral,
uncertainty, anger,

surprise, fear, anxiety,
happiness, disgust,
boredom, sadness

[145]

Available. DB
consists of subjects

from different
ethnicities, such as
European, Middle

Eastern, Latin
American, Asian,
and Australian

Posed,
Induced

GEMEP-FERA
2011 [147,148] Face, Speech 2 pseudo-linguistic

phoneme sequences.

Actors were guided
by a professional

director and uttered
2 pseudo-linguistic
phoneme sequences
or a sustained vowel

‘aaa’

10 professional
actors (5 female and

5 male)

7000 audio-video
illustrations

18 emotions (admiration,
amusement, anger,
tenderness, disgust,

despair, pride, shame,
anxiety, interest,

irritation, joy, contempt,
fear, pleasure–sensual,

relief, surprise
and sadness)

[16]

Not available
publicly. Very subtle

and not very
common

18 emotional
categories.

Posed,
Induced

HUMAINE [149] Face, Speech,
Gestures

English, French,
Hebrew - -

50 video clips
ranging from 5 s to

3 min

Emotional content at
2 levels: Global label,
applied to whole clip,

continuous annotation on
one dimensional axis

such as valence,
activation, arousal,
intensity or power.

[25]

Authors mentioned
available, but the

link is broken.
Contains clips from
TV chat shows and

religious shows data
annotated for audio

visual only.

Posed,
Natural

IEMOCAP [93]

Face, Speech, Head
and Hand

movement, DT,
Word, Syllable and

Phoneme
level alignment

English

Subjects enacted in
pairs on 3 selected

emotional scripts in
hypothetical

scenarios with
markers on their

face, head
and hands.

10 professional
actors (5 female and

5 male)

Approximately 12 h
of data

5 emotions in beginning
(happiness, anger,

sadness, frustration,
neutral). Later (surprise,

fear, disgust, excited)
were added.

[13,19,33,131]

Available.
Annotation done for
utterances by at least

3 annotators
annotated on

valence, activation
and dominance.

Spontaneous,
Induced

LIRIS-
ACCEDE [150,151] Audio, Video English, Italian,

Spanish, French - -

9800 high quality
movie excerpts

(duration 8–12 s)
taken from
160 movies

Rankings for arousal and
valence dimensions [197]

Available. The DB
was annotated by

1517 trusted
annotators from

89 countries.

Spontaneous,
Natural

RAVDESS [152] Audio, Video English

Two neutral
statements were
used (“Kids are

talking by the door”,
“Dogs are sitting by

the door”)

24 professional
actors (12 females

and 12 males).

7356 recordings
(total size: 24.8 GB)

8 emotional categories:
neutral, calm, angry, sad,
fearful, surprise, disgust

and happy; songs:
neutral, sad, angry, calm,

fearful and happy

[18,114,153,154]

Available. Each
expression is

produced at two
levels of emotional
intensity (normal,

strong)

Posed,
Induced
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Table 2. Cont.

Database Modalities Language Elicitation Method Subjects
Size of

Databases/No.
of Samples

Emotion Description Representation
Work Remarks Posed/Spontaneous

Induced/Natural

RML [155] Face, Speech
English Mandarin

Urdu Punjabi
Persian Italian

10 different
sentences for each

emotional class
8 subjects

720 visual clips of 5 s
each. Total Size:

4.2 Gb

6 emotions: (anger,
disgust, fear, happiness,
sadness and surprise)

[18,23,156]

Available.
Participants were
asked to recall any

emotion related
event in their

lives to exhibit
natural emotion

Spontaneous,
Natural

SAL [149,157] Face, Speech English Hebrew
Greek

Conversation
between a machine

and human.
Machine had

emotional traits

20 subjects 491 recordings total
of approx. 10 h

Four emotions: happy,
gloomy, angry
and pragmatic

-
Available. Low

intensity of
recorded emotions.

Spontaneous,
Induced

SAVEE [38,158] Face, Speech British English

Emotional video
clips, texts and
pictures were

displayed for the
participants (3 for

each emotion)

4 native
English males

480 recordings (120
for each subject)

Seven emotions: (anger,
disgust, fear, happiness,

sadness, surprise
and neutral)

[19,24,156]
Available.Evaluated

by 10 evaluators
for accuracy

Spontaneous,
Induced

SEED [159–161] EEG - 15 Chinese films
clips of 4 min

15 subjects
(8 females and 7

males)
43.88 GB 3 emotional states:

neutral, happy and sad) [160]

Available.Consists of
EEG and Eye
movement for

12 subjects and only
EEG Data for

3 subjects.

Spontaneous,
Induced

SEED-IV [162] EEG and EM - 72 Video clips
15 subjects

(8 females and 7
males)

6.88 GB
4 emotional states:
Happy, sad, fear,

and neutral
[160] Available. Spontaneous,

Induced

SEED-V [163] EEG and EM - 15 movie clips
16 subjects

(10 females and 6
males)

37.77 GB
5 emotional states: happy,
neutral, disgust, sad and

fear
[160] Available. Spontaneous,

Induced

SEED-VIG [164] EEG and EOG -
A 4-lane highway
scene, a VR-based

driving system

23 subjects
(12 females and 11

males)
2.94 GB Vigilance labels (ranging

from 0 to 1) [160] Available. Spontaneous,
Induced

SEMAINE [165,198] Face, Speech English
Subjects talked to a

SAL (sensitive
artificial listener)

150 subjects
959 conversations of

around 5 min
duration of each clip.

5 affective dimensions
(arousal, expectation,
intensity, power and

valence) for 27 categories

-
Available.

Participants from 8
different countries.

Spontaneous,
Induced

The USC
CreativeIT [166,167]

Speech, Body
movements English

Subjects in pairs did
a conversation

producing
expressive

affective behaviors.

16 actors (8 females
and 8 males)

90 recordings of
3 min each

Annotated on Valence,
activation and arousal on

a scale 1–5
[167] Available. Spontaneous,

Induced
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Table 2. Cont.

Database Modalities Language Elicitation Method Subjects
Size of

Databases/No.
of Samples

Emotion Description Representation
Work Remarks Posed/Spontaneous

Induced/Natural

VAM [168] Face, Speech German
Extracted from

German talk show
“Vera am Mittag”

VAM-video 104,
VAM-audio 47,

VAM-faces
20 subjects

VAM-video
1421 utterances

VAM-audio 1018
utterances
VAM-faces

1872 images

Emotion marked on 3
continuous emotion

parameters, i.e., valence
(negative or positive),

activation (calm or
excited) and dominance

(weak or strong).

- Available. Spontaneous,
Natural

AFEW [169] Face - - 330 subjects
957 video clips

ranging from 300 ms
to 5400 ms

Six emotions:angry,
disgust, fear, happy, sad

and surprise
[2,5,7,9,16,17,26]

Available. Referred
to as wild because

close to the real
world.

Spontaneous,
Natural

Berlin [170] Speech German
Simulated the

emotion by speaking
10 sentences

10 actors (5 females
and 5 males) 800 sentences

6 emotions: anger, fear,
happy, sad, disgust

and boredom
[3,14,15,156]

Available. Each
utterance was

judged by
20 listeners.

Posed,
Natural

CK/CK+ [146,175] Face -

Subjects were told to
perform facial

displays by
the instructor

CK: 97 subjects, CK+:
123 subjects

CK: 486 excerpts
CK+: 593 excerpts

7 emotions: anger,
contempt, disgust, happy,
sad, surprise and neutral

[3,9,14–
16,86,178,179]

Available.Another
version of the

Database is being
planned for

future release.

CK: Posed CK+:
Posed and

spontaneous,
Natural

FER2013 [180,181] Face - - - 35,887 images of size
48 × 48

Seven emotions: anger,
disgust, fear, happy, sad,

surprise and neutral
[179]

Available. 3 variants
of database: FER28,

FER32 and
FER32+EmotiW.

Spontaneous,
Natural

JAFFE [182–184] Face -
Expressions were

posed without
any directives

10 subjects 217 images
7 emotions: happy, sad,

fear, anger, surprise,
disgust and neutral

[179]

Available. 60
Japanese annotators
labeled images. Size
of image 240 × 292

Posed,
Natural

MMI [86] Face -

Each participant was
asked to display all

31 AUs and a
number of extra

Action Descriptors.

Phase I: 19
(8 females and 11
males) PhaseII: 75

Phase I:740 images
848 videos PhaseII:

2900 videos and high
resolution images

169 sequences are FACS
coded. The DB comprise

temporal pattern of
expression: neutral-

onset/apex/offset-neutral

[178]
Available. Frontal

and dual view
(frontal with
profile view)

Posed,
Natural

NTUA [167] Speech Chinese

Dyadic interaction
between subjects

designed by a
professional director

22 subjects 204 recordings
(approx. 3 min each)

Emotion labeled in
arousal and valence
dimension on a scale

between (1,5)
[167]

Availability:
unknown.

Annotated by
42 annotators

Posed,
Natural

SFEW [187] Face - - 95 subjects 700 images
Seven emotions: angry,
disgust, surprise, sad,

happy, fear and neutral
[9] Available. Subset of

AFEW [169]
Spontaneous,

Natural
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3. A Taxonomy for the Recognized Features in Modalities

Section 2 presents the description of the DBs involved in MER. The modalities pre-
sented in the DBs for MER provide multiple ways to identify the emotional state of a person.
The section also presents different ways of utilizing these DBs through various ML and
DL methods. These methods rely on robust and high-quality features for performing MER.
This section plunges into more granularity by presenting the features and the taxonomy of
the features identified and used by the methods mentioned in Section 2.

Figure 2 presents the proposed taxonomy of the recognized features in the observed
modalities of emotion recognition. Tables 3–5 define the features identified in physiological
signals, speech, and facial expressions, respectively. These features could not be accommo-
dated in Figure 2 due to lack of space and therefore forms a reference for the figure. The
recognized features form an important component of emotion recognition regardless of
the modalities or the combination of modalities. The modalities that were identified are
as follows:

• Facial Expressions
• Physiological Signals
• Speech
• IR/ Thermal Images
• Contextual Social Science

Scenes

• Eye Gaze
• Body movements/ Gestures
• Dialogue Transcriptions
• Head movements and Head angle infor-

mation
• Word-level, syllable level and phoneme

level alignment

Speech, physiological signals, and facial expressions were the top modalities with the
highest number of features in the same order. Other modalities were not so varied in hand-
crafted features, while some did not mention the features utilized for affect recognition.

Table 3. Speech features.

Pitch S01 Entropy S36 RASTA based on PLP S71

Signal S02 Slope S37 f0 mean value S72

Energy S03 Psychoacoustic Sharpness S38 25% and 75% quantiles S73

MFCC S04 Harmonicity S39 difference between f0 max and min S74

Spectral S05 Spectral Variance S40 difference of quartiles S75

Voice quality S06 Skewness S41 unvoiced and voiced segments duration ratio S76

Mean S07 Kurtosis S42 avg duration of voiced segments S77

Median S08 F0 (SHS & Viterbi smoothing) S43 intensity mean S78

Max S09 Prob. of voicing S44 energy range S79

Min S10 log. HNR S45 avg pause length S80

Variance S11 Jitter (local &) S46 speaking rate S81

Lower/upper quartile S12 Shimmer (local) S47 min and max of Mel freq S82

Absolute/quartile S13 27 Mel Freq Band coef (MFB) S48 mean and std dev of I and II Gaussian of MFCC S83

Harmonics-to-noise ratio S14 Pitch mean S49 min and max of Mel freq first order difference S84

Mel-freq filter banks S15 Pitch median S50 mean and std dev of Mel freq I order difference S85

MFCC Derivative S16 pitch std dev S51 mean and std dev of total log energy; mean S86

MFCC Autocorrelation S17 std dev of duration of voiced segments S52 std dev S87

Formants (Formants up to 5500 Hz) S18 pitch range S53 voiced speech duration S88

Time freq S19 pitch variation rate S54 unvoiced speech duration S89

MSpectrum flux S20 rising/falling ratio S55 sentence duration S90

Spectral centroid S21 rising pitch slope max S56 average voiced phone duration S91

Delta spectrum magnitude S22 falling pitch slope map S57 average unvoiced phone duration S92

Band energy ratio S23 rising pitch slope mean S58 voiced-to-unvoiced speech duration ratio S93

Zero crossing rate (Avg, Std dev) S24 falling pitch slope mean S59 avg voiced-to-unvoiced speech duration ratio S94

Silence ratio (Prop of silence in a time window) S25 pitch rising range max S60 speech rate (phone/s) S95

pitch max S26 pitch falling range max S61 voiced-speech-to-sentence duration ratio S96

Sum of auditory spectrum (loudness) S27 pitch rising range mean S62 unvoiced-speech-to-sentence duration ratio S97
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Table 3. Cont.

Sum of RASTA-filtered auditory spectrum S28 pitch falling range mean S63 32 energy and spectral related LLD x 42 func S98

RMS Energy S29 overall pitch slope mean S64 6 voicing related LLD x 32 func S99

Zero-Crossing Rate S30 overall pitch slope std dev S65 32 delta coef of energy/spectral LLD x 19 func S100

RASTA-filt. aud. spect. bds. 1–26 (0–8 kHz) S31 overall pitch slope median S66 6 delta coef of voicing related LLD x 19 func S101

Spectral energy 250–650 Hz, 1 k–4 kHz, S32 energy mean S67 avg duration of unvoiced segments S102

Spectral Roll-O Pt. 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9 S33 energy std dev S68 std dev of duration of voiced segments S103

Spectral Flux S34 energy max S69

Centroid S35 10 voiced/unvoiced durational features S70

Legend: RASTA: relative spectral features, PLP: perceptual linear prediction, avg: average, freq: frequency,
-ve: negative, LLD: low level descriptors, coef: coefficients, prop: proportion, std: standard, dev: deviation,
func: functionals, MFCC: Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients.

Table 4. Facial expression features.

A (HL-inner eye corners, L-inner and outer eyebrow) F01 Lip pucker F22 SPTS F43

VD (outer eyebrows, L bw inner corners of eyes) F02 Lips part F23 CAPP F44

D (outer eyes’ corner, their upper eyelids) F03 D(lower lip and mouth corners) F24 PHOG F45

D (inner eyes’ corner, their upper eyelid) F04 D (between mouth corners) F25 LBP-TOP F46

D (outer eyes’ corner, their lower eyelids) F05 vertical D (upper and the lower lip) F26 opening of mouth F47

D (inner eyes’ corner, their lower eyelids) F06 Bounding box of face F27 facial expression F48

V D (upper eyelids, the lower eyelids) F07 position of eyes F28 Mean F49

D (upper lip, mouth corners) F08 position of mouth F29 Energy F50

15 facial AU F09 position of nose F30 Std dev F51

head-pose in 3D F10 Jaw drop F31 Min F52

mean and std dev (optical flow in head region) F11 Local Binary Patterns (LBP) F32 Max F53

Gabor wavelet features F12 240 VF (2D MC as mean and std dev of adjusted MC) F33 Range F54

Inner brow raiser F13 Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) F34 position min/max F55

Outer brow raiser F14 Patterns of oriented edge magnitudes (POEM) F35 number crossings/peaks F56

Brow lowerer F15 LPQ-45 F36 length F57

Cheek raiser F16 PHOG-46 F37 Geometric F58

Lid tightener F17 PHOG-45-PCA F38 2D global head motion estimation F59

Upper lip raiser F18 LPQ-all F39 A measure F60

Lip corner puller F19 LPQ-all-PCA F40 two-rectangle features F61

Lip corner depressor F20 PHOG-all F41 three-rectangle features F62

Chin raiser F21 PHOG-all-PCA F42 four-rectangle features F63

AU 1–2, 4–12, 14–18, 20, 22–28, 38–41, 42–46 F64

Legend: AU: Action Units, avg: average, A: angles, D: distance, VF: visual features, coef: coefficients, MC: marker
coordinates, stddev: standard deviation, H: horizontal, L: line, V: vertical, bw: between, PCA: principal component
analysis, PHOG: pyramid histograms of oriented gradients, LBP-TOP: local binary pattern from three orthogonal
planes.

Table 5. Physiological signal features.

avg skin resistance P01 E ratio bw the freq bands [0.04-0.15] Hz, [0.15–0.5] Hz P14 median peak to peak time P27

avg of D P02 SP in bands ([0.1–0.2] Hz, [0.2–0.3] Hz, [0.3–0.4] Hz) P15 avg P28

avg decrease rate in decay time P03 low freq [0.01–0.08] Hz P16 avg of D P29

prop of -ve samples in the D vs. all samples P04 medium freq [0.08–0.15] Hz P17 Band SP in ([0–0.1] Hz, [0.1–0.2] Hz) P30

no. of local minima in the GSR signal P05 high freq [0.15–0.5] Hz P18 EMG P31

avg rising time of the GSR signal P06 ECG (64) P19 eye blinking rate P32

10 SP in the [0–2.4] Hz bands P07 band E ratio log(E(0.05–0.25 Hz))-log(E(0.25–5 Hz)) P20 E of the signal P33

ZCR of SCSR [0–0.2] Hz P08 avg respiration signal P21 mean and variance of the signal P34

ZCR of SCVSR [0-0.08] Hz P09 mean of the respiration signal P22 10 SP in the bands from 0 to 2.4 Hz P35

SCSR P10 std deviation P23 avg peak to peak time P36

SCVSR mean of peaks magnitude P11 range or greatest breath P24 Heart Rate Variability (HRV) P37

avg and std deviation of HR P12 breathing rhythm (spectral centroid) P25 inter beat intervals P38

breathing rate P13 inter beat intervals P26

Legend: avg: average, D: derivative, E: energy, freq: frequency, -ve: negative, SP: spectral power,
cond: conductance, prop: proportion, std: standard, SCSR: skin conductance slow response, SCVSR: skin conduc-
tance very slow response, ZCR: zero crossing rate, bw: between.
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Figure 2. Taxonomy of the features applied in MER. Acronyms: BVP, blood volume pressure; NLD, normalized length density; NSI, non-stationary index.
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4. The VIRI DB
4.1. Motivation

Another type of input forms a relatively untapped member of the kins for emotional
recognition: the IR images. Not used much in recent times, the IR images seem a propitious
route for experimentation in affect recognition. Their ability to retain ample information
even in low lighting conditions supports their conspicuous nature. Scant DBs of the
IR images do exist in the literature and are available to be used for research. One IR
facial DB, IRIS [89], is a corpus containing thermal and visible face images under variable
illumination. Recorded with a resolution of 320 × 240, the IRIS dataset consists of 30
probands (28 males, 2 females) expressing three different emotions (surprise, laugh, anger).
There are 176–250 images for every person, and 11 images/rotations were recorded for
each subject. Providing 4228 pairs of thermal and visible images, the DB provides 5
illumination conditions while utilizing the rotary system. A defunct DB available earlier,
the NIST [90], was also used in a few pieces of research involving thermal facial images.
The DB was for three posed expressions (smile, frowning, and surprise) and contained 1919
IR images for more than 600 subjects. A third DB in this category, the NVIE [91], provided
images in both posed and spontaneous categories in IR and visible format. There were
three illumination conditions (right, left, and front) in which the images were shot for 215
individuals (157 males and 58 females), ages ranging from 17 to 31 years. Videos clips
downloaded from the internet were used to invoke desired emotions into the subject. The
expressions were recorded for both induced emotions (by the videos) and the six acted
emotions (happiness, sadness, surprise, fear, anger, and disgust). Another thermal emotion
DB that contains spontaneous expressions for the six emotional categories (happiness,
sadness, surprise, fear, anger, and disgust), along with the neutral, is the KTFE [92]. The
corpus is ethnically rich, containing visual and thermal videos for 26 subjects from Vietnam,
Japan, and Thailand in the age groups of 11 to 31 years. Stimuli in the form of emotional
excerpts were used to invoke emotions in the probands, similar to the procedure carried
out to create the NVIE dataset. However, the KTFE dataset is further classified into four
categories for the intensity levels of the induced emotions.

The thermal emotion DBs are rare, and the existing DBs have some advantages and
disadvantages over each other. Table 6 compares the existing DB with the proposed VIRI
DB. The creation of a DB, despite the availability of an existing one, is to address the
limitation posed by the latter. If the IRIS and NIST DB had fewer emotional categories (just
3 in each case), the NVIE DB lacked in all 6 emotional expressions triggered spontaneously.
The KTFE DB, how quintessential it is, has all subjects recorded in controlled laboratory
conditions. The emotion recognition in uncontrolled environments requires a DB that
contains training data captured in the wild with real-life-like conditions. To address the
limitations in the existing thermal DBs for emotional recognition, an up-to-the-minute DB,
the VIRI (visible images and IR images) DB is proposed to facilitate pragmatic research
in emotion recognition. The following few sections give an overview of the material and
methods hired to create the corpus.

Table 6. Comparison of the available IR DBs and VIRI.

IR DB # Participants Emotions WB S/P Available

IRIS 30 (28 M, 2 F) S, L, A No P Yes

NIST 600 SM, F, S No P No

NVIE 215 (157 M, 58 F) H, SA, S, FE, A, D, N No S, P Yes

KTFE 26 (16 M, 10 F) H, SA, S, FE, A, D, N No S Yes

VIRI 110 (70 M, 40 F) H, SA, S, A,N Yes S Yes
Legend: S: Surprise, L: Laugh, A: Anger, SM: Smile, F: Frown, H: Happy, SA: Sad, FE: Fear, D: Disgust, N: Neutral,
WB: Wild Background, S/P: Spontaneous/Posed.
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4.2. Process of DB Creation

The VIRI DB was created to provide a convenient corpus with spontaneous facial
expressions in both visible and IR format in uncontrolled environments. The research in
facial expressions needs to be superintended to real-world-like situations, and this DB will
augment the motion. The presented DB was created at The University of Toledo. Five
expressions were captured in this DB (happy, sad, angry, surprised, and neutral). This
section presents the description of the participants, the devices used, the environments in
which the corpus was created, and the procedure that was followed for building the DB.

4.2.1. Procedures and Participants

The corpus was created at the University of Toledo and comprised the campus students.
The process has been approved by The Human Research Protection Program & Institutional
Review Boards (IRB) of the University of Toledo (# 202741). The students were told the
motive of the DB creation and were solicited to obtain their images captured with the
expressions. They were asked to sign a consent form before their images were taken. Once
they signed the form, they were told or asked particular emotion-eliciting questions that
would enable them to present spontaneous emotions based on the content of the question.
There was not any specific set of questions. The question, for instance, asked what they
would do when “it was announced that Spring break has been canceled”, alternatively,
what they would do when “they will come to know that they have been selected for a
huge lottery”. A total of five images with the required five expressions were captured at
an interval of 10–15 s between the two consecutive captures. The subjects were asked to
remove glasses (as glass absorbs IR radiations) that could prune the information meant to
be captured.

A total of 110 subjects participated in the creation of VIRI DB. A majority of the
participants were males, with 70 males compared to 40 females. The DB is diverse ethnically,
with subjects evenly distributed among Americans, Afro-Americans, and Asians. Most of
the participants were students on the campus, and their ages ranged from 17 to 35 years.
The task of DB creation took nearly three months. The aim was to create a DB where the
subject is in the wild. This was further governed by the fact that consent of the subject was
required before the capture. Authors used to ask, and many times, people would say no to
the experiment. Also, not all the subjects captured were included in the DB. There were
certain cases where the emotions represented were not correct and could act as an outlier
that would affect the ML or DL algorithm’s accuracy. This is why the DB comprises a small
set of 110 participants. However, this is a good number compared to other DBs, where the
actual subject was there instead of the DB created from movie or TV show recordings (e.g.,
AMIGOS: 40 subjects; ASCERTAIN: 50 subjects; CLAS: 62 subjects). Additionally, there
was no emphasis on the gender balance of the subjects, and they were selected based on
the correctness of the emotion portrayed. Each participant posed for five emotions, namely
happy, sad, angry, surprise, and neutral. Some of the subjects could express emotions more
distinctly, while some could not.

4.2.2. Devices

The images were captured using a FLIRONE Pro thermal camera (Figure 3) for an
android device. The device is manufactured by FLIR Systems, Inc. and can capture visible
and IR images simultaneously. The device is highly portable, which aided in taking the
images of the subjects on the go. With a thermal resolution of 160 × 120 and a visual
resolution of 1440 × 1080, the thermal imaging device is capable of measuring temperature
ranges between −4 °F and 752 °F (−20 °C to 400 °C). The spectral range of the device’s
thermal sensor is 8–14 µm with a pixel size of 12 µm. The device can exhibit up to three
spot temperature meters and six temperature regions of interest. Apart from pure thermal
and pure visible images, the device is adept at taking a third type of image format, the
MSX (multi-spectral dynamic imaging) format. An MSX format is a FLIRONE Pro’s feature
where the edge detail of the visible image is etched on the thermal image for more detail.
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The VIRI DB will comprise these MSX format images for the IR images to incur more detail
and information for training the systems of affect recognition. The image format captured
through the camera is a radiometric jpeg that contains both a spatial representation of the
scene and thermal data that exhibit the radiant energy seen by the camera.

Figure 3. FLIRONE pro thermal camera.

An android device (Samsung Galaxy S8+) was used to bestride the FILRONE Pro
thermal camera through a USB C-type port. The device was running on Android version
7.0 (Nougat) with a 4.00 GB RAM. An app from FLIR, named the FLIR ONE version 2.1.25
was used to capture images through a dedicated interface.

4.2.3. Viri DB Design

One of the main reasons behind the creation of VIRI DB creation was the need for
spontaneous facial expressions DB in a visible and thermal format that is taken in the wild
with no emphasis laid on the clean backgrounds. The presented corpus considers the above
conditions and provides a DB of simultaneous visible and thermal images in the wild. The
images were not taken in the laboratory conditions with a clean background; instead, care
was taken to capture them in uncontrolled environments such as cafeterias, auditoriums,
hallways, classes, etc.

A total of 550 images in radiometric jpeg were captured for 110 subjects expressing 5
different emotions. The software, FLIR Tools, provided by FLIR Systems, Inc., was used to
extract the visible and MSX Thermal images from the captured radiometric format. This
resulted in a total of 1100 images (550 visible and 550 IR images). Figures 4 and 5 show
the sample images of the two subjects in the VIRI DB. The resolution of each image was
1440 × 1080 after extraction due to the interpolation done by the FLIR Tool software. Since
the images were captured in the wild, some of the subjects in the images were not centered,
and hence a batch process of the crop was performed on the images to bring the subjects
to the center. Later, the size of each image was reduced to 500 × 500 pixels to bring it to a
realistic size, suitable for use in training. Since the visible images were captured using the
visible image camera of the FLIR ONE Pro without a flash, this resulted in the capture of a
few underexposed images. To address this, the images were edited to increase exposure.
The DB is available for use by contacting the authors. A more in-depth analysis of the use of
this database for emotion detection was presented in our previous work [199] and readers
may refer to this work for more details on the achieved results. In summary, the results
proved that this newly proposed database provides better results for emotion detection. In
addition, we also added a third modality, speech, to further improve the results [199].
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Figure 4. Sample image of a subject showing all five emotions in visible and MSX format in the
proposed VIRI DB.

Figure 5. Sample image of a subject for happy and surprise emotions in the proposed VIRI DB.

5. Future Research Directions

Several current and growing areas have applications of multimodal emotion recogni-
tion. Some of these are listed as follows:

5.1. Artificial Emotional Intelligence (AEI)

Artificial intelligence (AI) is being denominated as the new electricity [200], as it is
causing the same change as the introduction of electricity which changed the way the world
operated around a century ago. As an intrinsic constituent of AI, AEI is also being tagged
as the future of AI [201,202]. Research in this aspect of AI is buoyant and continuously
evolving to penetrate the untapped realms where this field could be beneficial.

5.2. Automatic Facial Expression Recognition (AFER) Refinement

Facial expressions boast being the prime source of affect recognition [203] and still form
the most indicative, intuitive, and robust form of expressing the psychological state of a per-
son. There are a few limitations that need to be addressed in this aspect of affect recognition.

• Unavailability of comprehensive DBs: The facial expression DBs are limited and are
not all inclusive. There is a need to create such DBs containing natural expressions.
Another aspect of an ideal DB missing in most of the current DB is the varied lighting
conditions and the subject captured in an uncontrolled wild environment.
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• Rotation invariance: One of the major drawbacks of the AFER is its inability to cope
with head pose variations. This aspect of AFER needs attention to carry out impeccable
emotion recognition. A way to resolve this could be using 3D facial data that capture
depth information.

• Micro expressions: These are brief expressions that a person exhibits in high-stakes
situations while expressing their feelings. Difficult to perceive by a novice person,
an automatic recognition of these expressions might reveal the feelings that a person
is trying to hide. An apposite demonstration of such an application of emotion
recognition is shown in the award-winning television series “Lie to Me” [204] inspired
by Dr. Ekman’s research.

• Intensity: The intensity of a facial expression may serve more value in analyzing
behavior and may serve as a tool for differentiating a posed and spontaneous emotion.
This arduous task of identifying the intensities of the observed emotion is still in its
nascent stage and requires attention to perceive subtle emotional categories.

• Secondary emotional states: Most AFER are restrained to detecting only primary
emotional states, such as happy and sad. Many secondary emotional states, such as
frustration, pain, depression, etc., necessitate consideration.

5.3. Contextual Emotion Recognition

Context is the environment in which a person is exhibiting affective behavior. If the
system is aware of the context, it becomes easy to perceive an emotional state [205]. The
contextual emotional recognition may help discern between what is an expression on the
face and the actual emotional state.

5.4. Wireless Emotion Recognition

If a person knows that they are being captured or there are sensors on their body,
the naturalness of the emotional behavior would be a lost thing. Envisaging the ways to
detect the emotional behavior of a person without their knowledge would furnish a pristine
emotional state.

5.5. Biometric Surveillance and Monitoring

Security is crucial in this erratic world, and an emotional state of a person might
be employed to strengthen it. Their emotional state evinces a person’s intention, and
more than often, feelings can be a very effective way to predict actions. If a scared person
performs an ATM transaction, the machine might deny the transaction detecting suspicious
behavior. Similarly, a biometric surveillance system [206] might be able to capture subtle
emotions and could prevent a mishap compared to their human counterparts by sensing
the intentions of a person automatically.

5.6. Automated Feedback

Whether to take honest feedback from a class or to get a review of the movies, auto-
mated emotion recognition can prove to be more than helpful. Disney is already employing
such practices, where facial expression recognition is being employed to predict how a
person will react to movies [207].

6. Conclusions and Discussion

Affect recognition is finding gravity in a multitude of disciplines, and the automatic
discernment of emotion is a dominant area of research in HCI. Various affective recognition
systems based on facial expressions, speech, physiological signals, or body movements are
being researched to increase the exactness and reliability of emotion identification.

The paper presents an extensive survey of the multimodal DBs used to validate and
test the state-of-the-art methods for affect identification. The study describes DBs in the
form of the number and type of modalities included, the description of the subjects, the
procedure carried out to create the DBs, and the basis of whether the emotions are acted or
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spontaneous. The survey also mentioned the research works and reported the accuracy
of the emotion recognition systems where these DBs have been used. The survey was
carried out in three sections based on the number of modalities involved, i.e., more than
two modalities, two modalities, and one modality.

Several types of modalities were observed in the survey, with some of them being used
in several combinations with other input types [50,66,80,83,208–224]. Facial expression
images, being the prime modality in affect identification, were found in most DBs. The
speech was the second most widely used modality, followed by PS. Several other modal-
ities that were noted in the survey included various types of PS (EEG, ECG, GSR, BVP,
respiration pattern, ST, EMG, EOG and EDA), hand gestures, body movements, thermal
facial images, haptic physical interaction data, language, and acoustic and lexical features
of spoken dialogues. The combination of facial expressions and utterances forms one of the
most widely used combinations of modalities. Several works also used body movements
or physiological signals and the face and speech.

A primary conclusion that can be derived from the study is that the system’s accuracy
for affect recognition increased proportionally with the increase in the number of modalities
being used in the system, i.e., MER has proven to be more accurate than its unimodal
compeer. A wide variety of DBs is being employed to train the models of ML approaches
to achieve the desired results for MER systems. DB, such as MAHNOB-HCI [85] , CALLAS
Expressivity Corpus [98,99], emoFBVP [86] or DEAP [104], are multimodal and autarkic
in training multimodal systems. A myriad of bi-modal DB were also created to assist
the bi-modal emotion recognition through dyads of modalities such as face and speech,
face and body movements, etc. eNTERFACE’05 [143], IEMOCAP [93], RML [155] and
GEMEP-FERA 2011 [147,148] are the examples of such DB. Another variety of DB incurred
in the development of multimodal affective systems is the combination of many unimodal
DB such as CK+ [146] and Berlin DB [170]. These DBs were used in [15] to detect emotions
working in conjunction. A few of the DBs consisted of the acted emotion dataset, while
few were spontaneous. The majority of the DBs were created in controlled laboratory
conditions. However, some DBs stuck to the real-world-like environment and contained
images captured in the wild, i.e., in uncontrolled environments. It was observed that most
of the DBs in the wild were excerpts from video clips of movies and were more challenging
than their laboratory counterparts. A detailed comparison of these databases is provided
in Table 2. In addition, a brief classification of databases was also performed based on their
application to specific domains in Table 7. This table may further help readers in choosing
a database based on their needs.

The last section of the paper introduces a new visible image and the IR image DB,
the VIRI DB. The DB presents an infrequently used modality: thermal images. A novel
thermal image called an MSX format image is used, where the edges of a visible image are
embossed over the IR image to give more detail. Very few DBs exist for IR facial expression
images. It was noticed that there were certain limitations with the existing corpora. Some
of them lacked spontaneity in the captured emotions, while some DBs contained only a
few emotion categories. One of the available DBs is already defunct, and all of the DBs are
captured in controlled laboratory conditions. A new DB was proposed to address these
limitations that contain simultaneous visible and IR images for five emotional categories.
The DB is varied in terms of age and ethnicity and contains images taken in the wild.
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Table 7. Suitable databases for various application Domains.

Application
Domain

Databases and Modalities Remarks

Marketing

CALLAS According to [225], the advertising campaign focused on emotional content performs twice better than
those with rational content. Furthermore, studies have also shown that people who are unable to feel
emotion find extremely difficult to make a decision. Therefore, if you can evoke an emotional response
in your target audience by studying their facial expressions, voice signals, and body/hand gestures, then
there is a high chance that your prospective customer will buy from you. For instance, Nike’s “Just do
it” fires inner-athlete in everyone and make consumers buy sports goods from them. Similar to Nike,
companies such as GE, Cisco, Nike, IBM, AutoDesk, Qualcomm, Facebook, Google, etc., all evoke emotions
in their marketing. Therefore, it is suggested to study and analyze databases containing modalities, such
as the face, speech, and hand/body gestures, for marketing applications.

EU Emotion Stimulus
IEMOCAP
HUMAINE

Medicine

MAHNOB-HCI The study of the patient’s facial expression, speech tone, body movements, and physiological signals such
as ECG, EEG, HR, etc., together can help doctors and nurses discern how the patient is feeling. This can
also be useful in the treatment/healing process even if the patient is not physically present. One example
of emotion recognition implemented in the field of medicine would be the psychiatrist evaluating the
patient’s underlying medical conditions by studying their voice and facial expression via smartphones and
tablets.

emoFBVP
DEAP
RECOLA

Education and
Research

MAHNOB-HCI
According to [226,227] the study of emotional states helps in the learning process as they give infor-
mation about learner’s emotion by studying different modalities such as facial expression, speech tone,
body/hand/eye movements, and physiological signals such as ECG, EEG, HR, etc. For example, the study
of frustration in students related to educational software help improvise the software product. Similarly,
the study of boredom in students during their interaction with resources can help ameliorate the study
material. Finally, an emotional study on learners also helps in knowing their stereotypes, which further
help in adapting the learning paths.

emoFBVP
RECOLA

Autonomous
Driving Vehicles

MAHNOB-HCI
In the 21st century, with a lot of automotive manufacturers competing to build autonomous driving vehi-
cles, the study of the emotional state of a passenger inside the vehicle during the testing phase would help
them build more customer-friendly vehicles. It would also help for future improvements in their vehicle
design. For such purpose, the study of facial expression, speech signals, body gestures, and physiological
parameters of a passenger inside the car is considered crucial. Moreover, IR databases can also be used for
this purpose because it would help know the emotional states during low light conditions or during night
time. Furthermore, some of them could also be used in wild conditions such as VIRI.

emoFBVP
RECOLA
NIST
IRIS
NVIE
VIRI
KTFE

HCI/ Robotics

MAHNOB-HCI
Two most common medium for interaction between human and computer/robot are speech and image.
This is achieved through the use of a camera and microphone [228,229]. Therefore, we believe that the study
of facial expression, speech signals, eye gaze, and hand/body gestures help in training robots/computer
for better interaction with humans.

CALLAS
EU Emotion Stimulus
HUMAINE
IEMOCAP

Aid for Disabled

CALLAS

Different devices are used to provide aid to a disabled person to make their life easy. It is advised that
facial expression, sound signals, and body gestures are important to consider for building aid devices for
the disabled because it will help them know the emotional state of the person whom they are talking to
and help then react based on that. Furthermore, IR databases can also be used for this application because
they are capable of detecting blood flow on the facial regions, even if there is no facial expression on the
face. This helps caretakers know very slight or even concealed emotions on the patient with a disability
and help them accordingly.

EU Emotion Stimulus
HUMAINE
IEMOCAP
NIST
IRIS
NVIE
VIRI
KTFE

Entertainment

eNTERFACE’05

People often show their emotions either through face or speech when they watch a movie, sports, news,
etc. Therefore, the study of speech signals and facial expressions helps the entertainment industry/ event
planner know what people like and dislike, and based on this automatic feedback, they can improvise.
Similarly, the study of emotion recognition also helps in movie trailer creation [230]. Additionally, this
technique can also be used in gaming. Exergames frameworks and other interactive games have used
emotion recognition technology to provide more immense gaming experience [231].

RML
GEMEPFERA 2011
SAVEE
AVEC
BAUM-1
BAUM-2
VAM
SEMAINE
SAL
NTUA
Berlin
The USC CreativeIT

Recommender
System

MMI The recommender system predicts the preference of the user for any particular product and recommends
the best possible option. It makes a recommendation based on the study of facial expressions of people
from the previously used/watched contents. For example, during online shopping, change in facial ex-
pression for different products can be observed through a camera on laptops, smartphones, and tablets,
and the product with positive facial expression can be boosted, while the importance can be reduced for
the one with negative facial expression [232]. Apart from the aforementioned field, some of the fields that
have successfully applied recommendation system are health care (e.g., emHealth), hospitals, multimedia,
web-search, and e-commerce [231].

JAFFE
CK/CK+
AFEW
FER2013
SFEW
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Table 7. Cont.

Application
Domain

Databases and Modalities Remarks

Automatic
Surveillance

MMI

It is believed that the study of facial features and expression are critical for building of an automatic surveil-
lance system because it helps track the movement of people, identify people at borders, spot criminals, and
provide security. Apart from this, databases containing different modalities, such as face, speech, and ges-
tures, can also be studied for automatic surveillance applications at places such as grocery stores, as it can
help analyze the age, gender, mood, and behavior of people, which further helps in targeted marketing and
product placement. Further, those modalities can also be used in automatic surveillance as seen in movies
and videos. Besides the aforementioned databases, IR databases can be a good resource for automatic
surveillance during night time.

JAFFE
CK/CK+
AFEW
FER2013
SFEW
CALLAS
Expressivity Corpus
EU Emotion Stimulus
IEMOCAP
HUMAINE
NIST
IRIS
VIRI
NVIE
The KTFE

Facial Speech Eye Movement Body/Hand Gestures Psychological signals.
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AEI Artificial Emotional Intelligence kNN k-Nearest Neighbor
AD Accelerometer Data LBP-TOP Local Binary Pattern from Three Orthgonal Planes
AFER Automatic Facial Expression Recognition LIF Local Invariant Feature
ALB Available but Link Broken LLD Low Level Descriptors
ANN Artificial Neural Network LSTM Long Short-Term Memory
AU Action Units MCC Matthew Correlation Coefficient
B-hEOG Bi-polar Horizontal Electrooculogram MDR Multi-Directional Regression
BOS Blood Oxygen Saturation MDR Multi-Directional Regression
BP Blood Pressure MEG Magnetoencephalogram
BS Brain Signals MER Multimodal Emotion Recognition
B-tEMG Bi-polar trapezius Electromyogram MFCC Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
BVP Blood Volume Pressure MKL Multiple Kernel Learning
CCA Canonical Correlation Analysis ML Machine Learning
CCC Concordance Correlation Coefficient MLP Multi Layer Perceptron
CDBN Convolutional Deep Belief Network MSX Multi Spectral Dynamic Imaging
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CNN Convolutional Neural Network MuLOT Multimodal Learning using Optimal Transport
DB Database NIR Near Infrared
DBLSTM-RNN Deep Bi-Directional LSTM-RNN OF Optical Flow
DBN Deep Belief Network PCA Principal Component Analysis
DCNN Deep Convolutional Neural Network PG Photoplethymogram
DeRL De-Expression Residue Learning PHOG Pyramid Histograms of Oriented Gradients
DL Deep Learning PLP Perceptual Linear Prediction
DRN Deep Residual Networks PPG Plethysmography
DT Dialogu Transcriptions PPS Psychophysiological signals
ECG Electrocardiogram PS Physiological Signals
ECNN Ensemble Convolutional Neural Network RASTA Relative Spectral Features
EDA Electro Dermal Activity RBM Restricted Boltzmann Machines
EDA Electro Dermal Activity RBM Restricted Boltzmann machines
EEG Electroencephalogram RNN Recurrent Neural Network
ELM Extreme Learning Machine RP Respiration Pattern
EM Eye Movements RR Respiration Rate
EMA Electromagnetic Articulography RRR Reduced Rank Regression
EMG Electromyogram RSM Replicated Softmax Model
EOG Electrooculography SAL Sensitive Artificial Listener
ERC Emotion Recognition in Conversation SCL Skin Conductance Level
ESD Emotional Shift Detection SCR Skin Conductance Response
FACS Facial Action Cading System SCSR Skin Conductance Slow Response
FE Facial Expressions SCVCR Skin Conductance Very Slow Response
GECNN Graph-Embedded Convolutional Neural SIFT Scale-Invariant Feature Transform

Network
GSR Galvanic Skin Response SKRRR Sparse Kernel Reduced Rank Regression
HCI Human–Computer Interaction SKT Skin Temperature
HMI Human–Machine Interaction SVM Support Vector Machines
HMM Hidden Markov Models VER Voice-Based Emotion Recognition
HOG-TOP Histogram of Oriented Gradients from WLD Weber Local Descriptor

Three Orthogonal Planes
HR Heart Rate WLD Weber Local Descriptor
IR Infrared ZCR Zero Crossing Rate
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